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UCFtoU.N.
Hospitality major hopes
to practice her trade on a
world-wide stage

\.
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2007 SGA PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION----------·----

ANIMALS

Candidates promise·professi0n3lism

(

RACHEL ·HATZIPANAGOS
StaffWriter

With elections starting today,
the Future wraps up its pre-election coverage with a look at the
personalities of your SGA presidential candidates.

'

Eric Eingold
From the time he took religion
courses as a kid to when he went
to college, Eric Eingold has been
the one to ask questions.
A graduate of Cooper City
High School near Fort Lauderdale, Eingold got started in pol-

(
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NEW MEXICO
SAYS: WE'RE

l
New Mexico is the first state to·take a
certain radically different measure to
prevent drunk driving: talking urinal
cakes. The state paid $21 each for
·500 of the motion-activated cakes.
When a patron
gets close, a
female
voice warns
them to find
another way
home if they
have had too much
to drink.
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AROUND CAMPUS,A2

SGA PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION POLLS OPEN .
TODAYAT MY.UCF.EDU
(

Students will have until Wednesday
at 5 p.m. to vote. They will be
choosing between three tickets for
the president and vice president of
the Student Government Association.
Any questions or concerns should be
directed to SGA.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

CRIMINAL CHARGES
WILL NOT BE FILED IN
TIGGER INCIDENT
Criminal charges will not be filed
against a Disney employee accused of
hitting a teenager while in costume
as the character''Tigger," authorities
said.The incident took place at
Disney-MGM Studios in January.

itics because of
the war in Iraq:
''We weren't
really active in
high school, but
we were agaihst
the war in the
beginning," Ein.:.
Eingold
gold said. "I
·wore armbands
to school, but I didn't really know
why we were against it. We were
listening to different music, like
Rage Against The Machine."
After that,. he started learning
about politics and getting
involved

"It was a snowballing effect
and our eyes opened up to things
that weren't there before," Eingold said "There's a difference
between getting up and opposing
the war than being well-read and
understanding why it was a good
idea to oppose it."
His increasing involvement in
activism was unexpected by his
parents, who Eingold describes
as moderate liberals. He said he
debates politics with his family,
especially with his conservative
grandmother.
"She was born in Tel Aviv
before World War ·rr when it was

still Palestine. We have a lot of
difference in opinion over [Israel
and Palestine]," Eingold said.
While Eingold wouldn't say he's
religious, he does add that he's
committed to his Jewish heritage.
· "I always want to know more
about my heritage," Eingold said
"I've been around the culture for
so long, and I went to temple and
the Hebrew programs."
Now, he said, activism has
consumed him to the point
where it's a full-time job. He
works 50 hours .a week with
organizations that oppose sweatshops and other organizations.

He's also involved in Honors in
the Major study, a two-semester
sequence for which he chose to
investigate Venezuelan foreign
policy.
.
He ~d he would continue to
be an activist for students ifelected In fact, the Eingold-Smith
ticket wants to cut their own
salaries, reducing the president's
down from about $18,000 annually to an hourly wage of $8:50 an
hour.
"We thought it would set a
good example to set an example
PLEASE SEE
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Leaders
giveback ·
to those
in need

KNIGHTS
DANCE TO
AN INT'L
BEAT

·ucF volunteers help
raise FCAT scores
JORDAN FARBER

L~te Knights goes global

Contributing Writer

with multi-cultural theme

Fourth and fifth-graders
flooded the south patio of the
Student Union Saturday to celebrate their partnerships with
volunteer UCF students who
tutor them in writing. The
event kicked off Leadership
Week.
Every Tuesday, students
from LEAD Scholars and other
programs at UCF, volunteer
their time to help Ivey Lane Elementary School students with
their writing skills. Terry Thaxton, assistant professor in the
UCF English departmenf,
brought the program to Ivey
Lane after the Orlando elementary school's FCAT scores
earned it a "double F" rating in

SCOTIGURLEY
Contributing Writer

Sumo wrestling, · belly dancing and
comedians from Def Comedy Jam: What
more could a stildent ask for? These free
events and more made up UCF's February
Late Knights, "Global Getdown."
As the name implies, the event featured
activities and entertainment from many of.
the different cultures represented at UCF.
Erika Diaz, volunteer director for Late
Knights, said the event was a good opportunity to. showcase campus diversity.
One of the biggest events of the evening
was the Funny Friday comedy show, which
featured comedians from Def Comedy
Jam. The show was organized by the
African American Student Union and was
coordinated with Late Knight organizers to
be a part of Global Getdown.
Freshmen environmental engineering
major Kevin Callahan and his girlfriend,
accounting major Christine Hanseter, said
the comedy act was the best part of the
night.
One of the comedians, Hope Flood,
challenged some in the audience with her
racially tinged act.
"She was a great comedian because she
did not tone down her act for the audience.
She kept it real,'' Hanseter said
Comedy of a different sort took place in
the Pegasus Ballroom, where an inflated
Sumo wrestling ring was the stage for stu. dents to duke it out - Sumo style.

2005.
Students who attended the
Late Knights Global
Getdown got to take belly
dancing lessons, Sumo
wrestle in an inflatable
ring and play the computer
game Unreal Tournament
2003. Other activities
induded a comedy show
performed by Def Comedy
Jam and origami and
mask-making craft tables.
The event focused on the
diversity found on campus
and around the world, and
on the different activities
various cultures enjoy.

PLEASE SEE SUMO ON A8

With ~e help of UCF volunteers, the school reached a "C"
rating in 2006. In March 2007,
Ivey Lane students will tackle
the FCAT again and with
incredible vigor, according to
Ivey Lane Principal Ruth
Baskerville. ·
Baskerville said that before
their experience with UCF, the
underprivileged children at Ivey
Lane were hardly aware of the
idea of higher education. When
previously asked, many of the
elementary students knew of
UCF only as a football team.
''We have all the symptoms
of poverty in our school,"
Baskerville said "But since the

NATION &WORLD,A4
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TWIN BOMBS KILL 63
IN BAGHDAD DESPITE
SECURITY SWEEP
Twin blasts tore through a market in
the mostly Shiite district of New
Baghdad; the first major response by
militants to the sweep launched last
week~ a reminder of the challenges
facing well-armed factions.
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MOVIEFEST

a Campus MovieFest, created in 2000
by students at Emory University, has
grown into the world's largest
student movie-making event. The
founders at Ideas United, LLC, have
worked with students around the
globe while working with partnered
companies - including Delta Air
Lines and Apple - to make the
events possible.
• campus MovieFest is the only event
of its kind to provide thousands of
student teams with Apple laptops,
camcorders and training. In
addition, hundreds of local
musicians provide independent
music that students have permission
to use as their soundtracks. ·
-

\l~'WCAMPUSMOVIEFEST.COM

STUDENTS ON A6

UCF to compete in college film fest
ASHLEY LEE
Contributing Writer

UCF students will be given.
the ' chance to become little
Steven Spielbergs by producing five-minute movie clips.
Finalists have the possibility of
taking home $10,000 check.
Campus MovieFest is the
world's largest student film festival, and this is the first year
that UCF will be competing in
the international competition.
·Interested students need to
register online by Thursday,
Feb. 22, to .fill one of the 100
spots available. Students can
register individhally or as

a

groups, and each group gets all
the equipment .n ecessary to
make a five-minute movie.
The· teams, which can have
anywhere from two to 10 people as long as two of them are
students, will be supplied with
a video camera and an Apple
laptop outfitted with Final Cut
Pro, iMovie and 1,300 songs to
use anywhere in their film.
. Registration is free and the
competition is open to all
majors.
"The Campus MovieFest
really wanted UCF to compete
because we're a big school that
is growing in size every year,
and we're located in the 1~etro-

politan area," said Evi
Christodoulou, director of
Campus Activities Board Cinema.
Christodoulou said that this
is the first time the CA;B budget would allow for participation in the MovieFest. .
The film festival was so
impressed by the size c;if our
school that they gave us a discount to participate, said
Christodoulou.
·
In addition to the size of the
school, UCF is the only public
university participating in
CMF. The eve:µt will tentativePLEASESEE
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Ivey Lane Elementary School students
experienced the fun side of campus life at
UCF during Leadership Week.
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News and notices for
the UCF community

SGA Elections start today
The polls open today for students to vote for the next president and vice president of the
Student Government Association.
Students can vote by going
to my.ucf.edu, and the polls will
be open until Wednesday at 5
p.m.
For more information, contact SGA at 407-823-3291.

6471.

.

Resume/cover letter workshop
Career Services and Experiential Learning will hold a
workshop on resumes and
cover letters on Wednesday
from 3 p.m to 4 p.m. in the
Career Resource Center at Ferrell Commons, Room 185C
For more information, contact CSEL at 407-823-2361.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have.missed

State says it won't press charges
for Tigger incident at Disney-MGM
ORLANDO Criminal
charges will not be filed against
a Disney employee accused of
hitting a teenager while in costume as the character "Tigger,"
authorities said
The State Attorney's Office
announced Thursday that it
will not press charges against
Michael J. Fedelem. Prosecutors
made the de~ision after reviewing a complaint from New
Hampshire resident Jerry
Monaco.
Monaco videotaped his 14year-old son, Jerry Jr., posing
with Fedelem at Disney-MGM
Studios in January. At some
point, a confrontation occurred
between the boy and Fedelem.
The father .later watched the
videotape and said Fedelem
intentionally hit his son "on or
about the head," Orange County Sheriff officials said
Park officials suspended
Fedeletn, 31, while the investigation was being conducted. A
telephone call placed to Disney
by The Associated Press to find
out Fedelem's en;iployment status was not immediately

returned.
PLEASE SEE
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The Centro/ Rorido Future is the independent, student·
written newspaper at the University of Central Florida.
' Opinions in the F11t11re are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
or the University administration. All content is property of
theCentro/FloridoFutureand may not be reprinted In part
or in whole Without permission fmm the publisher. •

Rosen student
sets sights on
working for
United Nations

Open·Mic Knight
The Campus Activities
Board Comedy and Variety
committees will host Open Mic ·
Knight today from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m. at Wackadoo's in the Student Union.
The event is open to everyone to come and share their talent, whether it's comedy, beat
box, poetry or acoustic music.
For more information, contact Mike Newman at 407-823-

•
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Editor in Chief

•

·Troy Hillierx213
editor@CentralFloridaFuture.com

ROBYN SIDERSKY
Staff Writer

News Editor
Abe Aboraya x213

While many Rosen students
dream of owning a hotel or running a restaurant, senior Courtney Douglass is cltasing a different kind of hospitality. Her love
of the industry exists on a global scale - she dreams of working for the United Nations
World Tourism Organization,
an agency dedicated to economic
development
and
human-rights
protection
through international tourism.
There's no set path ·toward
such a career, so Douglass
became involved in everything
she could at UCF. She's currently living in TallahasSee as part of
a one-year Governor's Fellowship program, where she h~lped
to organize political functions
and takes two independent
study courses.
Douglass' college involvement started early. She joined
the John T. Washington Honor
Society, the historically AfricanAmerican honor society, in her
freshman year, and soon found
her way into the prestigious role
of National Program Director
for the National Society of
Minorities in Hospitality in her
junior year.
The NSMH board was
responsible for planning every
aspect of the 17th annual national conference in Dallas, a 700person event.
"It has been the.most trying
thing I've ever done in my collegiate career, and it was unpaid,''
Douglass said. "But it 1aught me
what it was like to run an organization."
Her success in leadership application
process
and
was a deciding factor in receiv- entrance exams and also proing the highest honor at UCF vides faculty mentors.
recently: a spot among the
"If it had not been for this
Order of the Pegasus class of program I wouldn't even have
2007.
been thinking about grad school
"I give all the credit to God or had the opportunity to do
·because I was not this person research, present at conferences
four years ago," Douglass said of or expand my career options,''
the exclusive award. ·~ a fresh- · Douglass said. "Essentially, it
m~ I saw people who were
opened doors for a lot of other
leaders on campus and had out- opportunities, like being nomistanding accompli$hments, and nated for the Order of Pegasus
I wanted to be just like them, but and wanting to work for the
I didn't Imow how."
U.N."
.
Douglass is a McNair ScholFor the spring of her sophoars Post-Baccalaureate Achieve- more year, Douglass studied
ment Program scholar, which hospitality management at the
prepares participants for doctor- Universite d'.Angers in France,
al studies through involvement where she became totally
in research and other scholarly immersed in the French culture
activities. Designed for low- despite not speaking the lanincome students, the program guage.
helps with the graduate school
"When I first started, I barely

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to.
editor@ucfnews.com. Dead. lines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.

Opinions Editor
Chris Hoyler x213
opinions@(entra/FloridaFuture.com

Sports Editor
Melissa Heyboer x215
'sportS@CentralFloridaFuture.com .

Variety Editor
Corinne Schuler x214
variety@CentralfloridaFuture.com

Photo Editor
James Andres

Senior Staff Writer
Staff Writers
Victor Anderson, Brandon Bielich,
Nathan Curtis, William Goss,
Mary Knowles, Zach Moore, ·
·· Brian Murphy, Ileana Rodriguez,
Crystal Scott, Robyn Sidersky

Above: Courtney Douglass, left, is a
student at the Rosen College of
Hospitality Management.She was
selected to the Order of the Pegasus Class
of2007. Her goal is to work for the United
Nations World Tourism Organization.
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High: 65° Low: 46°

Today: Temperature stays low
despite a sunny sky. Winds northeast
at 5to10 mph.
Tonight: Sky stays dear as chilly
nights continue. Winds southeast at 5
to 10mph.
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Padrick Brewer, Jenn Keple~,

j Adam 0. Manzor, Matt Morrison,
j
Be_cky Williams

:

Staff Photographers

j Rebecca Barnett, Brian Bustos,
i Be.n Edelstein, Brian Fieg, Nigel Gray,

,,

Andy Jacobsohn, Amanda Moore

Editorial Cartoonist

PHOTOS COURTESY COURTNEY DOUGLASS

knew any French, but as the
semester went on I became
more conversational and could
do what I needed to around the
city," Douglass said.
When she's not busy running
national conferences or serving
the governor, Douglass runs a
monthly clothing drive through
her church. Last summer, she
was asked to speak to a group of
100 high school students about
leadership at their Youth Summit.
"It was something that meant
a lot to me because they came
from the same type of economically distressed community I
did," Douglass said. "I got to
show them a real example of
how young people from places
just like them can make a real
difference."
"This experience led me to

;

Copy Editors

Left: Douglass, third from left, among
other Governor's Fellowship students in
Gov. Bush's office in Tallahassee. The
students helped organize incoming Gov.
Charlie Crist's inauguration day
ceremonies.

TODAY IN DETAIL
SUNNY

•

Abeer Abdalla

Spain Fischer

want to open a leadership academy for teens focusing on professional development,'' which
is something she'd want to pursue during graduate school and ,
professional career.
Douglass said her parents
have taught her that "normal
people can do great things" and
have always pushed her and
have been strong influences on
her.
,
Perhaps the strongest influence on Douglass is her younger
sister, who looks to Douglass as
a mentor.
"She looks up to me as an
example-a lot of what I do and
don't do reflects that," Douglass
said. "She drives me."
Because of her academic success, like earning a 3.7 GPA,
Douglass has been inducted into
several academic honor societies, including being on Rosen
College's and UCFs dean's lists,
being a UCF high achievement
scholar and being inducted into
the hospitality honor society, Eta
Sigma Delta.
Currently Douglass is applying to graduate schools to earn a
master's of Tourism Administration degree. Her top choice is
George Washington University.
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PARTLY CLOUDY

Ap
Associated

•

•
'

•
• Sad,.Worthless or Guilty
•Trouble Eating or Sleeping
• No Motivation
• Difficulty Concentrating
• Feeling Downhearted or Blue

Laura L. Mays, P.A.-C.
National Certified Physician Assistant

829 Woodbury Rd, Suite 103
Orlando, FL 32828
....................................................................................... ~......................,.-....·~·-"%

For Appointments: 407-299-7333

If you are experiencing any 9f these symptoms, you might be
interested in a medical research study for adults who
experience symptoms of depression. If you qualify, all studyrelated care will be provided at no cost and you will be
compensated up to $400 for time and travel. As always, there
Is never an over night stay, and health Insurance Is not
required. Enrollment is limited, so call today.

ALLERGIES?
Board Certified Allergist
I ..ocated on .A lafaya Trail
1 1nile south of l JCF

~Allergy
~ V

·

&

Asthma Center
of E ast Orlando

Boyce A. Hornberger, l\ID, FAAAAI
3151 N . Alafaya Trai~ Ste 103
Phone: 407-380- 8700
W\~;r.eastorlandoallergy.c n1

Additional locatio n in Ov:iedo
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Marc Abrams
Victoria Acosta:Rubio
Sanaya Ajani
Beeta Alaghemand
Rachel Almeida
Ana Alvarez
Craig Ament
Matthew Anderson
Keriane Angress
Tara Antal
Danielle Antonacci
Anastasia Apostolou
Ileana Aquino-Otero
Roxanne Amon
flachel Autrey
Laura Baker
Briana Baldwin
Caitlin Balno
Natasha Baptiste
Bethahy Barber
Drew Barontini
Carianne Beach
David Beckerman
La,u ra Beinkampen
· Jeremy Bennett
Dana Benstock
Jenna Berger
Caroline Berkey
Jacquelyn Bernstein
Jamie Bigler
Andrew Bivona
Alexandra Blinder
,
Ryan Bourdon
Shelby Bourne
Alexa Brotsky
Rachel Bukszar
David Buric
Ashlen Burns

Brian Byrd
Shannon Byrne
Nicole Callaway
Daniel Caridi
Jessica Carlu~ci
Eric Ca roussos
Kelsie Carrier

ea
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Brttta.oy Carter

Jessica Cartoon·
Carlene Castora
Lifibeth Castro
Shannon Ceballos

Anwar Cedeno
Brmany Ch~rt¢e,y

Isaiah Chavez
Samantha Cheng
Sarah.Chotiner

Emily Church
\::iclrelli
ClauseA;
Zadiary <!Ufford
Silrfl <:;llngerman

ess1ca orcos
Jenny Corso
Emily Crawford
Kelsey Cross
Anna Crouch
Ciera Crowell
Scott Cruickshank
Ryan Dahan

*Students who entered in Summer 2006*
Sarah Reyer
...,._,,._,_...,....,,,____E
,,.ric Ribbens

Brielle Forman
Ashley Forte'
LeESron Franco
Melissa Fricke

anie le Kimberley
Stephanie Knapp
Carol Knellinger
Adam Koby
Matthew Koerber
Stephanie Koffler
Kyle Konl;iauzer

Maria u,rakhovsky
Lewis Naylor
Katherine Macqueen
Peter Nayman
Melissa Mage
Nicole Mailhot
Samantha Nemeroff
Victoria Maiolo
Jacki Neufeldt
Evelyn Maratas
Alexis Newman
Ashley Marcolino
Ashley Noonan

Michelle Rayser
James Reamer
Jessica Reeves
Jennifer Reiser
Michael Renda

Morgan Self
Eva Seta
Craig Shandler
Andrew Shankman
David Shelton
Teresa Shields

Sponsored by:
LINK
Campus Life, a division of Student Development and Enrollment Services (SDES)

Jannet Siebert
Elise Siegel
Victoria Siegel
Ryah Silvestri
Yvelene Sincere

Jade Townsend
Jena Townsend
Jennifer Troy
Katherine Truscello
Erika Ullman
. Lauren Valeri
Jamie Van Dyke
Jessica Vanatta
Paul Vangelakos
Michael Vaughan
Erica Vega
Jaime Velasquez
Lauren Veres
Jamie Walker
Ericka Ware
HissaWeiss
Renee White
Kristen Whitehurst
Tabitha Willmot
Kimberly Wilson
Katie Wilson
Caitlin Windham
Ceirra Wise
Justin Wiseman
Maureen Woodman
Brooke Wright
Bo Wu
Kendall Wulff
Michelle Yanikian
· Lenni Jo Yarchin
!":
y·f'!o"'°
r ..:...;:,;.....a. Melissa Yeager
Elan Zadok
Leanne Taylor
Tiffany Terrell
Day Zayas
Jessica Than
Chelsea Zimmerman
Kelly Thibert
Devin Zimmerman
Michael Zorrilla
Kelly Thomas
Rebecca Thompson
Stacy Zubkousky
Melissa-Timson
Corey Zupnik

First Year Students who obtained a 3.5 GPA or higher in Fall 2006
Lara Damerow
Kyle Davis
Kevin De Santi
Erick Deane·
Laurie Devaney
Kristina Dezego
St phanie Ditnitrakis
Cecelia Dinh
Brittany Dobbs
David Dowdle
Steven Dunbar
Simone Dutes
Kevin Eaton
Melissa Edsel
Ariel Egan
Joseph Ehrlich
auren Eisenberg
Caitlin Ema

A3

For more details visit:
www.link.ucf.edu
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Once lauded, artificial tire reef is
now an ecological disaster
FORT LAUDERDALE - A
mile offshore from this city's
high-rise condos and beachside bars, where glitz and
glamour mix with spring break
revelry, lies an underwater
dump - up to 2 million old
tires strewn across the ocean
floor.
A well-intentioned attempt
in 1972 to create what was touted as the world's largest artificial reef made of tires has
become an ecological disaster.
The idea was simple: Create
new marine habitat and alternate dive sites to relieve pressure on natural reefs, while disposing of tires that were
clogging landfills.
Decades later it's clear the
plan failed miserably.
Little sea life has formed on
the tires. Some of the bundles
bound together with nylon and
steel have broken loose and are
scouring the ocean floor across
a swath the size of 31 football
fields. Tires are washing up on
beaches.
Thousands have wedged up
against the nearby natural reef
some 70 feet below the sea surface, blc;>cking coral growth 'a nd
.devastating marine life.
Similar problems have been
reported at tire reefs worldwide.
"They're a constantly killing
coral destruction machine,"
said William Nuckols, coordinator for Coastal America, a
federal group involved in
organizing a cleanup effort that
includes Broward County biologists, state scientists and
Army and Navy salvage divers.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

IDGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Missouri law schools lag in effort
to diversify; not alone in U.S.
ST. LOUIS - In spite of
efforts to increase diversity, the
percentage of black students
enrolled at Missouri law
schools has rem;llned stagnant
and in some cases declined.
Washington University has
the state's highest percentage
of black law students - but
even that St. Louis school falls
below the national average.
'~We're a long way from
being wildly proud of where
we are," said Kent Syverud,
dean of the Washington University School of Law. He said
the school is still below the
national average enrollment of
about 7 percent.
Missouri is not alone,
according to a report Sunday in
the St. Louis Post Dispatch.
Black law school enrollment
nationally has declined since it
reached a peak in 1994, according to data from the Law
School Admission Council.
Missouri lags behind the
national average, according to
figures in a recent report 1
released by the Mound City
Bar Association, the oldest
blaGk bar group west of the
Mississippi.

Early college program first in Ohio
to team with charter school
COLUMBUS, Ohio - A
high school and university are
teaming up to give students a
head start in college - without
paying college tuition for
courses - in the first program
of its kind in Ohio to include a
charter school
Ohio Dominican University
, is working with the Graham
School in Coltimbus to Greate a
five-year program that will give
students college credit along
with a high school diploma.
Some may earn an associate's
degree, and the university
hopes many will enroll to conthiue for a four-year degree.
About 100 ninth-graders
will start in the fall at the program, to be called the Charles
School, on the university's
Columbus campus. The school
anticipates enrolling up to 400
students as incoming freshmen
ov:er the next five years.
The new program will be
the first partnership between a
college and a charter school in
the state. Charters are publicly
funded like traditional public
schools, but often are run by
, private companies.
i
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The International Services Center invites the UCF
community, faculty, staff, and students to attend our
events.
. All of the following will take place in the Barbara Ying Center:

Language Tables
Tuesday, February 20, 4:00p.m, - 5:00 p.m.

.

The purpose of this program is to explore other cultures through
exposure to foreign lapguages. Multiple languages are offered to
allow for an exciting-'opportunity to interact with people from around
/ /
•
the world.

'\,

///

Cro~s{,Cultural Awareness Seri~s

\

'

.

Mpndays, February 19 & 26, 3:45 p,m. - 5:00 p.m.
\
KHALID MOHAMMED I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Iraqis stand next to a building heavily damaged in a car bomb explosion in Baghdad, Iraq,
Sunday, killing at least 63 people in the predominantly Shiite area of New Baghdad.

Twin bombs kill 63,blowto new
Baghdad security operation

pilot was able to radio in that
he was having engine problems. We're confident it w~
not due to enemy action!'
It wasn't immediately clear
how many people were on
board or what type ofhelicopter it was. The coalition has
launched a search and rescue
operation for the helicopter
and its occupants, said U.S.
military spokesman Lt. Col.
David Accetta.
"For the safety of the people on board, we will not
release the number of people
on board until rescue operations are complete,'' Accetta
said. "Rescue operations are
underway."
Accetta also declined to
give details about the model
of the helicopter and the exact
location of the crash.

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Two
car bombs exploded in an
outdoor market in Baghdad
on Sunday, killing at least 63
people and injuring scores in
the deadliest attack since U.S.
and Iraqi forces began a major
security push around the capital last week
The twin blasts - which
tore through the open-air
market in the mostly Shiite
district of New Baghdad marked the first major
response by militants to the
sweep launched last week and
a sobering reminder of the
huge challenges facing any
efforts against the well-armed
factions.
The death toll was reported by police and ambulance
service officials on condition
of anonymity because they Marine given 8 r,ears for helping
were not authorized to speak to abduct and kill Iraqi civihan
CAMP
PENDLETON,
to media. At least 127 people
Calif. - A Marine who said
were injured, they reported.
The explosions toppled . he never fired a shot in the
wooden vendors' stalls and. kidnapping and murder of an
utility poles, and blood Iraqi man was sentenced Satpooled in the debris. Victims urday to 8 years in military
were carried into hospitals on prison - the longest sentence
makeshift stretchers or in the yet in the case.
Lance Cpl. Robert B. Penarms of rescuers.
In past security drives, mil- nington, 22, also was reduced
itants simply held back while in rank and given a dishonorsoldiers pushed through and able discharge during the senthen returned to their cam- tencing hearing at the Camp
paigns of bombings and Pendleton Marine base.
Pennington was part of an
attacks. On Thursday, seven
civilians· were killed in a eight-member squad accused
series of car bombs on the of kidnapping and killit;lg
first full day of the security Hashim Ibrahim Awad, 52,
last April in the Iraqi town of
operatioIL
"The Baghdad security Hamdania. Investigators said
plan is very important to push the Marines dragged Awad
Iraq ahead," said Haider al- from his home, shot him, and
Obadi, a parliament member ·then planted an AK-47 and a
from the Dawa party of Prime shovel by his b0dy to make it
look like he was an insurgent
Minister Nouri al-Maliki.
planting a bomb.
Pennington, the . squad's
Senate gridlocks on Iraq war
debate on proposed troop surge radio operator, testified at his
WASHINGTON - The court-martial that he did not
Senate gridlocked on the Iraq shoot Awad but said he
war in a sharply worded helped force the man into a
showdown Saturday as 1 roadside hole and held his
Republicans foiled a Democ- hand over his mouth.
"It's been an emotional
ratic bid to repudiate President Bush's deployment of roller coaster,'' Pennington's
21,500 additional combat mother, Deanna Pennington,
said after the sentencing.
troops.
The 56-34 vote fell four "Bobby died in Fallujah. I
short of the 60 needed to want to bring him back"
advance a nonbinding measure identical to one the House Asians usher new Lunar year,
passed Friday. Seven GOP celebrate the Year of the Pig
BEIJING - Asians flocked
senators broke ranks, compared with only two during an to temples, parks and Disneyland on Sunday to pray, play,
earlier test on the issue.
Democrats swiftly claimed eat and celebrate the first day
victory. ''A majority of the of the Lilnar New Year, usherUnited States Senate is ing in 'the Year of the Pig. ·
At the Lama Temple and
against the escalation in Iraq,"
said Majority Leader Harry White Cloud Temple in BeiReid of Nevada. ''As for the jing, faithful burned incense
Republicans who chose once and tossed coins at incense
again to block further debate burners, believing that if they
and protect President Bush, landed in the pot they would
the American people now have better luck in the New
know they support the escala- Year.
At a traditional fair in the
tion" in troops.
Republicans blasted the capital's Ditan Park, performDemocratic leadership for ers sang folk songs and sniprefusing to allow a vpte on an pets of Peking opera for
alternative that ruled out any throngs .of people snaking
reduction in money for troops through the park, many carrying balloons and pinwheels.
in the -field.
"There is no place for chi- Vendors sold pork dumplings
canery at a time of war," said and other treats, such as
Senate GOP leader Mitch freshly made caramel -candy
McConnell of Kentucky. sculpted into chubby pig
"Even some of the president's shapes.
The pig is one of 12 animost strident opponents
know that. They know that mals (or mythical animals in
the only vote that truly mat- the case of the dragon) on the
ters is a vote on whether to 12-year cycle of the Chinese
zodiac, which follows the
fund the troops."
lunar calendar. According to
Chinese astrology, people
U.S)led coalition helicopter
born in pig years are polite,
crashes in Afghanistan
KABUL, Afghanistan - A honest, hardworking and
U.S.-led coalition helicopter loyal. They are also lucky,
crashed Sunday in southeast- which is why many Chinese
ern Afghanistan after report- ' like to have babies in a pig
ing engine failure, a coalition year. .
Across China, revelers
statement said., An official
said the helicopter was not exploded firecrackers and
fireworks - an ancient New
shot down.
"It was not enemy fire Year tradition meant to drive
related,'' said Col. Tom away bad luck and scare off
(:ollins, spokesman for evil sp~:its.
NATO's International Securi- ASSOCIATED PRESS
ty Assistance . Force. "The

/ This series addresses the academic, cultural and psychological
issues that international students might. face in a new cultural and
\ academic environment. The serie_$'is f~cilitated ~Y the UCF
Counseling Center and focuses .on a different topic each week.

~~balCoffee Hour· . /

'

T~~ay, February27y4l:00p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

,
/

Informal conversations/are held on current topics £.;ind news from
around'the world to promote global understanding and a sense of
internati6 al commcinity on campus.
,
·
Coffee an. snac~-S are provided.'
.:
;'

. \J
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
INTERNATIONAL SERVICES CENTER

For more information contact ISC at (407) 823..2337 or visit www.intl.ucf.e~u
j
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"If you have built castles
in the air, your work need
not be lost; that is where
they should be. Now put
foundations under them."
Henry David Thoreau

•

"
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The University Writfdg Center
Come visit us, and we will help you create those foundations.
&)

407.823.2197

www.uwc.ucf.edu

..
:YOURS

ONY

•

,

A d Some Leadership &Adventure To ur Schedule! For more inforf ation,
contact MAJ Brian Fallon, UCF Army ROTC, 407-823-5383 or visit www.arm .ucf.edu today!

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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Call for Entries ·
The Visions ofr the New America Art ·
Exhibition is open to ..an current UCF
students. Artwork W·i:ll be judged on
creative inter;pretation of Ttl.~ New America
theme as· well as te·c hnical merit. The
compet:ition is ·0 pen to traditional and
non-traditional media including painting,
drawir)g, . prints, photography,
digital art,
.
ceramics, sculpture,. book art5 and · ~ixed
.media. $~,000 in scholarship prizes will
;•

'

·''

'

be award~d to the winners.
F.or Entry Application go to:

www.ar;t .ucf.edu/submissions

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
UNDERGHADUATE STUDIES
I

)<

·+

SHOWCASE OF

+

UNDERG

.

+

ATE RESEARCH EXCELLENCE.

+
.c elebrating undergraduate res;&arch and creativity across the cu'r ricul
+

+

+

+

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES

•
2-5 p.m. Thursday, April 5, 2007
Education Complex Gymnas.i um
Deadline for applications is Friday, February 23
The Showcase of Undergraduate Research Excellence is a posterformat forum for UCF undergraduates to present current and
recently completed research and creative projects to the entire
university community.

"

Undergraduates from all disciplines-from engineering
to the life sciences, from visual arts to theatre-who
are or have been engaged in significant research and
creative projects are invited to apply to the 2007 ·
Showcase, to be held Thursday, April 5 in the Education
Complex Gymnasium. Deadline fol'.' applications is 5 p.p-1.
Friday, February ?3, 2007.

Scholarships will be awarded to the best Showcase projects.
For more information regarding eligibility, the
online application process, and selection criteria,
please visit showcase.ucf.edu or call the Office of
Undergraduate Studies, 407-823-2373.
·

Showcase projects will
be judged according to
the following criteria:
Clear focus or central
question
The presentation explicitly
states what the project
accomplished or will
accomplish. There is a clear
controlling idea, hypothesis, or ·
objective.
Sound methodology
Approach to the project
knowledgeably conveys how
the projed i$ to be executed or
what constitutes "evidence" in
the discipline and how it
is obtained.

Clear presentation of results/
product/performance or
expected outcome
Details about the project are
presented in an organized,
fresh, and thougf!tful manner.
Mastery of the subject is
evident. The project can be
understood by both someone
knowledgeable in the field and
also by a reasonably informed
non-specialist.

Progress on project to date
Project is complete or can be
complet-ed in a reasonable
amount of time.
Contribution to the field or
discussion of potential impact
There is an explanation of
the significance or use of the
project; of why the project
was or is worth doing; or
of what new knowledge,
understanding, or insight will
be or was gained.

?()()7
UCF RESEARCHWEEK
· SOCIETY IN RESEARCH
RESEARCH IN SOCIETY
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KnightShoppers.com

Students learn from one another
FROM

In association with UCF, do your
shopping with Knig~tShoppeF\COm
and get the best deals and discounts
on hundreds of your favorite brands.
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start of this program, [the students] became kinder, sweeter,
less violent arid more interested in success."
According to Thaxton known to the elementary students as Ms. Crazy Terry- the
use of creative writing workshops and private writing assistance has helped the students
at Ivey Lane to ex.Press themselves.
·
"The teachers and administration know that a 'side-benefit' to [UCF] students coming is
that the Ivey Lane students get
a little extra personal attention-something they all
crave:' Thaxton said
Thaxton receives constant
requests for "UCF buddies"
from Ivey Lane students, and
teachers have· watched the
growing self-esteems of those
who have been tutored
''I want to thank [UCF] for
everything,'' said Tellvin Harris,
a fourth-grader from Ivey Lane.
"I really do appreciate it,
because you have changed my
life, and now all I want to do is
write, write and write."
NICOLE STA'NCEL I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
LEAD Scholars and LINK Ivey Lane Elementary School students pose in front of the UCF Student Union on Saturday. The students, tutored by UCF students to help
were among the groups raise their FCAT scores, were invited to campus as part of Leadership Week to soak in the campus life and see the school first hand.
responsible for planning Service D~y, dubbed "fun day" by Jaqyoune Adams, expressed his she said, "[UCF] is the change . ment in community service,"
newfound interest in a college that's happening at Ivey Lane Thaxton said. "This has cermany guests.
tainly happened"
At the event, attendees education. He said that he Elementary School"
However, UCF students didenjoyed free food while Ivey wants to study history,. and
Lane students played on giant hopes to become a lawyer or n't make the only significant
changes. The elen:lentary
inflatable slides, basketball judge one day.
David Crafts, assistant direc- school students affected them.
hoops and a moonwalk. The
students also showcased their tor for campus-wi.d e student too.
· Thaxton said that some
artistic talents and observed . leadership programs, explained
Black History Month by per- what made this event particu- UCF students have changed
forming a rendition of "Lift larly special. This year, commu- careers because of their visits at
Ev'ry Voice and Sing,'' also nity service became a part of Ivey Lane. One student who got
known as the "Black National Leadership Week for the first involved last spring has joined
time. ·
the Peace Corps while others
Anthem."·
"One · of the strongest 'became teachers at high-risk
The fourth and fifth-graders
also got a first-hand look at a aspects of leadership is serv- schools in Florida
ice," Crafts said ''We wanted to
''When I started the partnercollege campus.
"Children living in genera- dedicate a . day to service ship, my goals were that this
tional poverty don't see options because Leadership Week's type of community service
would allow students to apply
for careers," Thaxton' said. motto is 'Be the chapge."'
Mahatma Gandhi's famous their knowledge in real-world
"Showing them a real college
campus makes higher educa- quote, "Be the change you wish settings and build a bridge
. tion something real and con- to see in the world,'' inspired between their academic world
and the greater community,
crete, rather than an abstrac- ·t he week's motto.
Baskerville attested to the potentially leading them to
tion."
·
Another 'Ivey·Lane student, success of the program when careers and long-term commit-
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* Over 40,000 Magazines,
Books &DVDs
•
* Over 35,000 Adult Toys & Lingerie ·
* Bachelor and Bachelorette Gifts
* Show UCF ID and
get 20% off EVERYTHING!
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Campaigns offer competing
future visions of campus life·
FROM

Al

for the administration and do
more for the students,'' Eingold
said They also promise to find a
way to work with the bookstore
so that they can lower prices.
·~ctivism isn't a relaxing
thing. It's work," Eingold said

Anthony Furbush
Anthony Furbush knows
hard work.
In his first
year at UCF, to
pay his tuition,
he saved up
money
and
worked
full
time
at
a
restaurant.
Furbush
By the time
he was in his
·second semester, he managed to
save up enough money so he
c.o uld go back to school, but he
still needed to work two jobs.
"I've been on my own fmancially since I moved out at 18,''
Furbush said. "It was a good
wake-up call. One second,
you're sitting on your parents'
couch worrying about. going to
sports practice and the next you
. worry about coming up short
for rent."
He said that working
through college has taught him
to grow up fast.
''It definitely taught me sacrifice ahd that I can't always get
what I want,'' Furbush said
Now, Furbush still work$ in
addition to his involvment in
SGA, but it's down to one parttime job as a manager at
Devaney's Pub.
"Besides that. I just enjoy college and do the typical stuff,"
Furbush said "I play Playstation, enjoy the UCF nightlife
like anyone else:•
•
He is also involved in sports
and was on the wrestling and
football teams in high school,
. though he now plays only as a
hobby.
His commitment to sports is
reflected in one of the planks of
his campaign platform. He
wants to support what he calls
athletit traditions.
''I dislike how people are so

quick to turn against their
sports team when they aren't
doing well," Furbush said.
''That's one thing I dislike about

UCF:'
He also wants to improve
transportation to away games
and work with the administration on tailgating issues once
the stadium·is built.
''I would want the ability to
pull up anywhere on campus,
pull up a grill and hang out as
long as we don't have an overly
large problem with the trash."
If elected, he said that his
attitude toward the administration would be professional
"They have to u.n derstand
that you are there for bu5iness
and that you aren't going to
break on anything,'' Furbush
said
Sean Whitaker, his running
mate, has been involved in several committees including the
Activity and Service Fee committee and the Legislative, Judicial and Rules Committee.·
As students think about who
· they want to vote for, Furbush
wants to encourage students to
come up and ask any questions.
"Everything we've talked
about are projects we 'can .
- accomplish in our tenns,'' Furbush said 'We aren't blowing
smoke up anybody's butt."

Brandie Hollinger
The more Brandie Hollinger
talkS about her campaign, the
more her voice
speeds up arid
her hands move
as if working to
make the words
come out faster.
"Some people say I'm too
Hollinger
passjonate, but
I think that's a
gi;>od thing," Hollinger said.
"Working with people . is my
passion."
.
Hollinger, a nursing major,
.thought she was going to be a
doctor when she came to college, but decided that she wanted to be a nurse for more oneon-orie contact with the
pa~ts.

"Doctors just sort of write

the prescription and then
leave,'' Hollinger said "I chose
nursing because I care about
people and I want to help people. I chose to be a part of student government and advocate
for students."
A member of various campus committees including Campus Life and Involvement,
, Hollinger srud she wanted to get
involved in student government
to meet new people and make
changes.·
It's her involvement in the
President's Leadership Council
that leaves other candidates
wondering if she would be able
to put aside a working relationship with the administration
·while fighting for the student.
''I don't think any candidate
would say they would work for
the administration," Hollinger
said at Monday's debate. She
added that she has disagreed
with President Hitt on issues
before and has no problem challenging him.
·
When she's outside of student government, she's in the
batting cages.
'.'I'm not very good at it,"
Hollinger said. "But it's fun. I
also like to go bowling. Despite
the fact that rm tall, .J've never
played basketball, even though
that's what everybody thinks."
She's also close with her parents and talks with them at least
once a day.
"They've always known I'm
driven
and
passionate:'
Hollinger said. "My dad likes
the idea of me getting involved,
but he's always worrying about ·
me stressing out and getting
overwhelmed"
If elected, the Hollinger and
Logan Berkowitz ticket said.
they would try to get discounted UCF apparel- for students
and would also expand on-campus tutoring for the Student
Academic Resource Center.
Jamie Armine, a sophomore,
went to the same high school as
Hollinger.
"She's good at what she
does," Armine said "She's
always been involved in a lot of
·activities,(land she'll get the job
done:•

•

Sick?-. Hurt?

•

We,re o_p en ·e very day.

Injuries and illnesses can happen anytime, req1Jiring a
doctor's care right away. Solantic is open every, day of the
year, providing prompt, professiona l and friendly medical
attention.

fl

• Tr.e atment for illnesses and injuries
• Onsite X-rays, lab tests and immun.izations
•Physicals for school, sports or work
. Come see us for the care you need to feel better now.
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Great care. Fast and fair.
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Cocoa: ltjust might
,do your brain good
RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - A
.,, nice cup of the right kind ·o f
cocoa could hold the promise
of promoting brain function
as people age.
In a world with an increasingly aging population, medical researchers are seeing
more cases of dementia and
' are looking for ways to make
brains work better.
One potential source of
) help may be flavanols, an
antioxidant found in cocoa
, ,beans that can increase blood
flow to the brain, researchers
> said , Sunday at .the annual
meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
:i
Ian MacDonald of England's University of Nottingham reported on tests given
to young women who were
asked to do a complex task
while their brains were being
studied with magnetic reso/ j nance imaging.
Among the women given
drinks of cocoa high in flavanols, there was a significant

But, he added, in cocoa a
increase in blood flow to the
brain compared with subjects lot of fat is removed from the
who did not drink the cocoa, "choc;:olate. "I see a bright
future for cocoa," he said.
he said.
Hollenberg, an expert in
This raises the prospect of
using flavanols in the treat- blood pressure, studied the
ment of dementia, marked by Cuna because those who live
decreased blood flow in the on native islands do not have
brain, and iri maintaining high blood pressure.
He said he found that when
overall cardiovascular health,
tribe members move to cities,
he said.
The next step, MacDonald !heir blood pressure rises.I A
said, is to move from healthy major difference is the consubjects to people who have sumption of their own pre"compromised" blood flow to pared cocoa, which is high in
the brain.
flavanols. In native areas, that
Norman ~ollenberg of is all they drink; in cities they
·
Harvard Medical School said adopt the local diet.
In addition to having low
he found similar health benefits in the Cuna Indian tribe in blood pressure, Hollenberg ·
Panama. They drink cocoa said, there are no reports of
, dementia among the native
exclusively.
· But the cocoa typically Cuna.
The researchers said, howsold in markets is low in .flavanols, which usually are ever, it was too early to conremoved because tl;iey impart clude that chocolate led to
a bitter taste, Hollenberg said. better health. The men who
He also said the findings do ate . more coc0a 'products
not mean people should could have shared other qualities that made them healthiindulge in chocolate.
"Chocolate is a delight. It er.
Mars Inc;, the candy comcan never be a health food
because we have a calorie pany, paid for some of the
research reported Sunday.
problem," Hollenberg said.

Israeli police commissioner
resigns; latest govt. scandal
AMYTEIBEL
Associated Press

JERUSALEM Israel's
, police commander resigned
Sunday after a government
commission said he ignored
ties between senior officers
and underworld figures and
failed to ensure a thorough
investigation into the 1999
killing of a suspected crime
'~ boss.
The resignation of Moshe
Karadi was the latest in a series
f \) of public scandals and contro- ·
versies involving Israel's top
leadership-including , rape
allegations against the presi,.., dent
. and questions
1 .over the
pnme minister's ro e m a bank
sale.
Earlier Sunday, commission
\ Chairman Vardi Zeiler, a
retired judge, said Karadi
should lose his job for the
incomplete investigation and
<t for ignoring ties between sen. ior police officers and top
organized crime figures. Karadi
, ; ~. was not police commissioner at
the time of the killing, but a
departmental head
Terminating
Karadi's
appointment would ''highlight
a clear norm for generations to
come that someone who
behaves like Karadi would be
· .P unable to complete his term as·
p'o lice commissiqner,'' Zeiler
told reporters.
..
The commission was
formed to examine whether .
• police properly closed the case
of the murder, in which a rogue
, <t police officer confessed to
shooting a suspected crime
boss hospitalized under police
guard after an assassination
r attempt. '
The officer, who said he
operated at the behest of a wellknown Israeli crime family, was
~ later murdered in Mexico,
allegedly by members of the
crime family angered by his
• confession. The qtse was later
closed after police concluded
there was not enough evidence.
Karadi insisted that the alle" gations · against him were
untrue; but said he was resigning to "set a personal example"
· I(
and spare the police the harm
of a scandal
Karadi was a top official in
southern Israel at the time of
• the 1999 killing, and the commission rebuked him for promoting a police commander
suspected in hushing up the
~ case on behalf of the crime
family that allegedly hired the
murdered officer.
Israelis · have become
increasingly disheartened by
their leadership.
Lt Gen. Dan Halutz recently
• resigned as the military chief of
staff after coming under withering criticism for the flawed
summer War against Lebanese
ti guerrillas.
President Moshe Katsav,
nd}v on a leave of a& ence, has
been accused 6f p reying on
• ·women who worked for him,

and faces allegations of rape,
sexual assault and abuse of
power.
Former Justice Minister
Haim Ramon was recently con- ·
victed in a separate sexual misconduct case, and Prime Minister Ehud Olinert is under .
investigation for his role in the
sale of a government-controlled

bank, and accused of improprieties in a string of real estate
deals.
Public Security Minister Avi
Dichter announced that the
new police commander would
be Yaakov Ganot, commander
of the Israeli Prison Service.
The government has not said
when he would take office.
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Sumo wrestling,.origami
highlights of global event
FROM

Leaming to fear God's ·wrath, one sign at a time .

Lt

Al

Junior business administration major Kristen Keller and
her roommate, freshman Brittany Loveland, enjoyed their
chance to go inside the inflatable Sumo wrestling ring.
Everyone had to don a body
suit that gave them the appearance of a Sumo wrestler but
also doubled as protective
padding. Once the contestants
geared up they could bounce
across the ring, slam into one
another and inevitably smother
each other on the ground
The ' roommates laughed
BRIAN FIEG I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUREG
together as they caught their
hair-wrapping services were offered during .Late Knights' Global Getdown event on Friday.
breath after the wrestling Colorfut
The event provided students with various international flavors to sample.
match. "You see it on TV,"
Loveland said about the pseudo-Sumo match. ''You see people doing it, so it's just likeyeah! It's supposed to be fun to
just run at them!"
Keller agreed that it was a
good time despite the bulkiness of the outfits. "I definitely
couldn't move," Keller said "I
didn't think it wa5 going to be
that hard"
Also sharing space with the
wrestling ring in the Pegasus .
Ballroom were origami, sand
art and ,mask-making craft
tables and stages for belly
- CHRISTINE HANSETER, ACCOUNTING MAJOR
dancing lessons and karaoke.
On the second floor, freshman political science major
"[The night] went very ence at Global Getdown
Nirvani Singh enjoyed having
'well,"
Morley said. "It usually
"I have always been more than
henna art imprinted on the
palm of her hand Singh said does. Late Knights is very pop- satisfied with the job the students
she chose to get the artwork ular. for photos. I most likely do to put this event on," Hanseter
done because it was a part of did close to 400 prints [Friday] , said ''You can tell they work so hard
and pay attention to every little
her culture. "Usually it's used at night."
a Hindu wedding," Singh said . The second floor also detail that goes into planning this
She added that the artwork is included the tables of various huge event."
typically done on the bride's dubs including Sababa, the
United Nations Association,
hands.
Also on the second floor, the Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual
senior Lissette Morley snapped Student Union and Phi Beta
photos of students and super- Sigma.
From seeing a stand-up
imposed the images on backgrounds of foreign cotintries to comedian, to making a post'
make postcards. Morley, who card from Egypt with her
makes postcard photos for cus- boyfriend, to listening to the
tomers professionally for A steel drum group, The
Coyote Production Inc., said Islanders, on the main floor of
she enjoys offering her services the Student Union, Hanseter
said she enjoyed her experito Late Knights.

•

•
•

"I have always been more than satisfied with
the job the students do to put this event on.

u can tell they work so
hard and pay attention
to every little detail·

that goes into planning this huge event."

••
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Jeremy Sonnier, an independent campus preacher, debates religion with UCF studenl CourtneyPoucher, in the free assembly zone on
the UCF campus Feb. 6. Sonnier spent several days preaching to students on campus, but he has since left.

.THE POWER TO

Prizes include iPod,
gift packs and more
FROM

Al

ly cost CAB $1,500.
"I'm .really excited about
this, and hopefully it will be
something that CAB Cinema
directors-to-come will continue and establish as a UCF tradition," said Christodoulou.
The theme this year is what
it means to discover - discover the story you are meant to
tell and the world's chance to
discover you.
"I thfuk the open topic is
great because· it encourages
to
do
it,"
everyone
Christodoulou said. "I especially encourage student
organizations to sign up and
create a documentary to showcase their club."
Student filmmakers can
compete in three different categories. The Best Picture
Award is for a film ofany genre
that is voted best all around.
The TBS Very Funny Award,
for the best comedy, will go on
to compete on a· national level
and has the chance to · win
.$10,000. The Turner Classic
Movie category gives students
the chance to recreate a scene
from a classic movie of their
choice, in any way they
choose.
"Students can recreate it
word-for-word, or change the
entire theme, which is great
because it really lets you have
the freedom to express yourself artistically," Christodoulou
said.
•
The movies will be show-

cased March 7 at · the UCF
Backstage Diner. The CMF
Finale will celebrate all of the
student films that were created. Every movie has a chance
of being .s hown on the big
screen and the winning
movies will receive awards.
The top 16 movies will be
showcased, along with highlights from all the movies.
Winning team members
from each school can earn
iPods; prize packs from TCM
or TBS, Zifty.com gift .certifi:.
cates, one-year memberships
to Blockbuster Total Access
and more. Regional winning
teams can receive brand new
DVD players, Sony cam;.
corders, Apple computers, limited-edition awards and the
opportunity ta see their movie
showcased nationally. ·
A top team at the national
level can take home the
$10,000 grand prize. While
anyone can ·appear in your
movie, only students are eligible to win prizes. ·
Those coming to watch the.
movies can win door prizes,
including iPods. ··
..
..I think it's an excellent way.
to get students to express
themselves creatively, and I
can't wait to compete," said
William Kearnes, a junior.
The.CMF Finale on March 7
starts at 7:30 p.m. Admission is
free, btit seating is limited.

Registration Web site:
http://campusmoviefest.co
m/events/florida/ucf.html

•

TE T FREELY
ITH SPRI T.

Sign up with Sprint to get 300 free
text messages a month for one year.

(

RED MOTORAZR" V3m

In-store exclusive offer for students
with a valid college ID. After 12 months,
pay the regular monthly fee.

Motorola and Sprint

ar,e collaborating with
(PRonucn RED™ to help
eliminate AIDS in Africa.
JO!NRED.COM

Switch to the Sprint Power Network.

•

$5999

Try the Sprint Network Risk Free·for 30 Days.

$109.99 2-year price.·
Plus $50 mail·in rebate
with new line activation
and 2·year agreement.

{ Sprint' )..

+ G YED
)°'

MOTOROLA ISA PRl)UD P~RTHER OF ( PllODUCT

SPRlllT IS ACOHTRIBUllNGPARTY 10 (P~oouc1) -

Sprint Is the exclusive national carrier of t he RED MOTORAZR~

•

1

1-800-Sprint-1

.

sprint.com
to the nearest Sprint or Nextel store

Sprint

>

POWER up·

Together with NEXTEL

Operadores en Espanol dlsponibles.

Sprint

OilLANDO

stores

407·658·328~

885.N. Alafaya Tr.

PREFERRED DEALERS
ORLANDO
The Wireless Outlet
407-381-9091-:.

WINTER PARK
Cellular Store
407·657-2351
Simply Communications
407-478-0382

o> Hablamos Espanol
Coverage not available eVerywhere. Available features and services will vary by phone and network. The Nationwide Sprint PCS Network reache~ over 250 million people. Voice calling area reaches over 165 million
people in the U.S., Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islandsand Guam. Offers not available in ail markets. Additional terms and restrictions apply. Subject to credit approval. See store or sprint.com for details. Phone Offer: oifer
endsCf3/31/07 or while supplies last. Requires a new line of service wi_th anewtwo-year subscriber agreement. Taxes excluded.Service Plan: Up to $36 activatibn and $200 early termination fees apply per line. Deposit
may be required. Instant Savings: Activation at time of purchase required. N9 cash back. Mail·ln Rebate: Requires purchase by 03/31/07 and activation by 04/14/07. Rebates cannot exceed purchase price. Taxes excluded.
Linemust be active 30 consecutivedays. Allow 8 to 12 weel<sfor rebate. Free Text Messaging: Text message overage is $0.10 per message. To avoid charges, you must contact us prior to the billing end
dateof the 12th plan month. Risk·Free Guarantee: call us to deactivate and return (to place of purchase) complete, undamaged phone with·receiptwithin 30 days of activation. You are responsible for
all chargesbased on actual usage (partial monthly service charges, taxes, Sprint Fees, etc.). Project RED: Motorola and Sprint will collectively make a $17 contribution on the sale of each RED MOTORAZR
V3m phone to the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculos~nd Malari.a. See www.motorola.com/red, JOINREp.com, or Wit>'W.theglobalfund.,org/en fur more details. ©2q}l7 Sprint Nextel. All rights w
,
reserved. SPRINT, the logo and other trademarks are trademarks of.Sprint Nextel. All th1rd·party product or sefVlce name~~e property of their respective owners. All right~reserved.
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A9

The field of study that deals mainly
with methods of teaching and learning
in schools.

•

tart the New Year
with a fir
I
formatiom in
ducation

Tuesday, February·20th

.J oin us at Carlos Albizu University
CAU is fully accredited by the Middle
States Commission of Higher Education
Exciting and ·challeoging programs im
~

Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education .
CurrictJlum includes ESOL endorsement
courses needed for State certification.

·

JI> English for Speakers of Other Languages

(ESOL) endorsement
Designed for State endorsement of teachers as
ESOL instructors.

Master of Science in Teaching English to
Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL)
Critical teacher shortage area!

'

Personalized attention, small class settings
and flexible schedules are just a .few of the
great assets that CAU has to offer.

Inquire about our other undergraduate
and graduate programs in:

1· 888 · GO · TO · CAU
www.mia.albizu.edu
2F3 NW 99 Avenue. Miami, FL 33172
.:
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universityhouse.com

• 4 Bedroom Plans Available
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• Fully Furn ished Option
• Resort-style Pool
~

Hi-tech Fitness Center
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• Computer Center with High-speed Internet
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• Fu II-size Washer\Dryer

COLLE6E HHTIUN

• Social Activities Planned by Maverick Team

407.,273.5151

• Visit Website for Fu II Amen ities List

CZ::

JODY AND SCOTT
FROM Q .. RQCK

105.9 FOR OUR

WSOPPOKER .
TOURNAMENTS
7PMAND 10PM

(46 . 86 . 228 )

J"'"''

'

CELEBRATl0N

Call Now
or visit our Website!

C!c't·

.,

FAT TUESDAY

Business Administration
and Psychology

•

Orlando, FL 32828
Phone: 407.380.3300

PARTY WITH

• Master of Science in Exceptional Student
Education (ESE)
'

3831 Avalon Park East Boulevard

• 24-hour Emergency Maintenance

(
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Knights gain control
of third place in C-USA
with victory over Rice

&,

.

.

.A

•

MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

fter losing a key Conference USA match-up last
·Wednesday to Tulane, the
UCF Men's Basketball team
knew that Saturday's game
against Rice was a must-win.
The Golden Knights took that
knowledge and used it to .their
advantage beating ·off a tough
Owl team 7~63 Saturday night at
Autry Court.

"I'm really proud of our guys, the focus and
the ability to bounce back," UCF head coach
Kirk Speraw said in a post-game radio interview. "I thought this was probably the most
important game of the season." ·
The Knights (19-7 overall, 8-4 C-USA)
jumped out to an early 6-0 lead with two quick
3-pointers from Josh Peppers and Dave Noel.
The Owls (13-12 overall, 7-5 C-USA) responded .
with three consecutive baskets to put Rice up 87 with 16:08 remai¢ng in the first half. That
would be the last and only time the Owls would
have the lead the entire game.
Part of that can be attributed to the tough .
defense from Dave Noel, who held Rice's Mor:ris Almond to just 13 points, six of which were
PLEASE SEE

C-USA: 8-4
Overall: 19-7
Rank: 3rd in C-USA

C-USA: 6-5
Overall: 16-8
Rank: 5th in C-USA

·"We're not.
gonna just
· layd.own ·

rJ .

t:I

an~

let everyone
walk all over us."
- DAVE NOEL, GUARD

c.1

JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Junior guard Dave Noel had 16 points and three rebounds in the Knights' 74-63 win Saturday over the Rice Owls.

Knights drop. two to Maryland
.

~

Terps oµtscore
UCF 25-11 in frrst
two days of series

Golden·Knights win
last three gaflles of
UNLV tournament
MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

. The UCF Baseball team (2-5)
summed up their two losses to Maryland (4-1) this weekend with words
like "frustrating'', "disappointing"
and ''baffling."You could call it a lost
weekend for the Knights, but this
probably won't be the last time that
they use those adjectives.
After getting crushed on Fridey, ·
16-4, the Knights lost on Saturday, 97. While some credit goes to the Terrapins offe~e, UCF certainly helpe.d
the cause.
In the two games, \he Knights
committed.Ii, 10 errors, allowed 14
L

.

BEN EDELSTBN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomores Eric Kallstrom and ~hadd Hartman miss a fly ball in Saturday's 9-7 loss to the Terrapins.

unearned runs and threw 10 wild
pitches. ·
"Certainly, the season is not over,''
UCF coach Jay Bergman said "But I
have seen more wild things happen
in six gameS· than I have seen in 30

years."
A large part of Friday's debacle
occurred in the fourth and eighth
innings. The first batter ofthe fourth,
.Pt'EAsESEE

VAZQUEZ'S oNA11

'

vs.

NOEL ON A12
•

l

The UCF Softball team is doing just what' it's supposed to.
Prior .to the start of the season, head coach Renee
Luers-Gillispie said one thing they needed to improve
frorri last season is not getting swept. by teams, but
rather walking away with at least one or two wins. ·
So far, with ten games under their belt, and a 6-4
record. the Golden Knights are doing just that.
After going 3-2 last week at the FAU Miken Invitational, UCF headed to Nevada to take on some steep
competition in the UNLV Louisville Slugger Desert ·
Classic.
.
The Knights went 3-2 over the three day tournament, falling to No. 9 UCLA and UNLV on Friday, but
coming back on Saturday to beat Colorado State and
!ti.EASE SEE

KIME ON A12~

~ .

•
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UCF falls .on the road
'

Women's Basketballlosses to UAB, Memphis
NATHAN CURTIS

.,

•

•

•
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••

P1tchmg coach Craig Cozart v1s1ts the mound to talk to starting pitcher Mitch Herold in UCF's 9-7 loss to Maryland.on
Saturday. Herold got the loss for the Knights, lasting only 0.2 innings and allowing five runs off two hits.
·

1)

' \~

Vazquez's strong bat
not enough for Knights
FROM

AlO

another run.
With two out and the bases still loaded,
_junior outfielder Joe Palumbo, drilled a junior second baseman Steve Braun.hit a
pitch over the right field wall for his first high, bouncing ball to freshman thirq
collegiate home run. The blast put the baseman Chris Duffy. But Duffy's throw to
Terrapins up 5-0.
first pulled Vazquez off of first base,
Sophomore third baseman Mike Mur- allowing two Terps to score.
phy followed with a single to center field
''We are just playing nervous," Vazquez
Murphy hustled to second as the Knights said about the team's defensive struggles.
"It's like we are afraid to make a mist~e,
were slow in retrieving the ball.
One batter later and with Murphy on and if one person makes a·mist~e, the
third, ·senior shortstop Dan Melvin hit a whole team does."
ground ball to a diving junior shortstop
Maryland added another run in the
Dwayne Bailey. Instead of getting the eas- first with an RBI single from Palumbo.
ier out at first, Bailey threw home from his That would be the last batter for Herold
knees. His throw was high and Murphy He allowed five ,runs - two earned and four walks in less than ·an inning.
beat the tag to put the Terps ahead 6-0.
In the eighth, the Terps were uv 13-4
The Terps jumped o~t to an 8-0 lead,
and looking for more as ·they loaded the but Vazquez almost brought the Knights
· bases with two . outs. Junior outfielder back by himself. In the fourth inning, he
_Tyson Auer seemed ready to catch a fly · hit a fastball out to right field for a solo
ball from sophomore outfielder Dan home run that started UCF's scoring.
Benick and end the inning, but the ball Vazquez added an RBI single in the eighth
· dropped out of~ glove and all three run- and then stepped to the plate with the
ners scored
bases loaded in the ninth.
"Passed balls, wild ·pitches, errors,
With two out, the Knights trailed 9-3
throwing to the wrong base .... If I had an and were on their way to another loss. But
answer for it right now, I would tell you," Vazquez gave his team something to smile·
Bergman said
.
- about as he took a 3-1 pitch over the left
One of the few bright spots for UCF field wall for UCF's first grand slam since
was sophomore outfielder Bryan Bennett. 2005.
·
. He hit a two-run pinch hit single in the · Sophomore outfielder Ryan Williams
sixth inning.
followed with a strikeout to end the game,
"It's extremely frustrating because we but Vazquez thinks that the momentum
know we are better than this," Bennett from his hfi>me run can carry over to Sunsaid "Every single one of us is much more day's contest.
capable of playing above where we are
"Even though it was a loss, we ended
playing right now."
up stro:p.g," he said ''We just needed that
The Knights made five.errors and set a one hit to keep the momentum going."
school record with seven Wild pitches on
His coach agreed · ·
the night.
'
. ''You have got to take something out of
UCF's ·Offense showed up on Saturday, it,'' Bergman said "Last night, it was hard
thanks in large part to sophomore first to take anything out of that."
baseman Kiko Vazquez. But the Knights
Bergman said that Vazquez's perfomtwere still unable to overcome poor start- ance, plus solid relief pitching from junior
Matt McClung and freshman Carmine
ing pitching and more shoddy defense.
· The Knights got into early trouble Giardiha are three aspects of Saturday's
when sophomore pitcher Mitch Herold loss that his team can build off for'Sunday.
walked three of the first four hitters he
The finale of this three-game _sedes
faced to load the bases. After an infield . was scheduled to take place Sunday, but
single by sophomore first baseman Gerry · results were not available at press time.
Spessard drove in a run, Herold walked
A recap of Sunday's game will be availjunior outfielder Nick.Jowers to force in able in Wednesday's edition of the Future.

EVER BEEN ARRESTED:
'

•
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"We can't go out there to their
gym and overlook them," Miles
said.."We have to go in there and
·respect them and get out of ther¢
with a win."
UCF might have j~st been
Position: ·
exhausted from their game on
Guard
Thursday.
Vs. Memphis:
The Knights faced off with the
u
h"
h UAB Blazers, one of the top teams
nou~on It a~ot - in the conference. UAB is 15-11 but
er m1lestone,smk- ;·~ their 10-4 conference record is sec. ing her 1,000 point .\ 0nd only to Tulane.
on Saturday.
·':/ It was another tough night fot
.~. ·~ the UCF -defense that had the
responsibility of covering .UAB's
Carmen Guzman and Diamond
·
~ 'Rogers. Guzman averages 21.3
points a game, second in the con~
"'
feience, and Rogers. scores 14.8 a
n"
game, tenth best in the conference.
On Thursday,' the two Blazers
·
- - found similar success. , Guzman
had20pointsandl0reboundsand
Rogers had 15 points and nine
· -':·
rebounds of her own.

Golden Knights

St~ffWriter

The UCF Women's Basketball
team went looking for a split to
their road trip Saturday but will be
coming home with a couple of
losses instead.
The plan was to win the home
games and split- the road games,
head coach Gail Striegler said.
After dropping a 58-44 match at
UAB on Thursday and then an 8073 match to Memphis on Sattirday,
that plari seems to be unravelmg.
The. loss to Memphis is especially disheartening to the Golden
Knights' late-season run into the
thick of the conference. The
. Tiger's are now 4-24 overall and 113 in Conference USA, with their
lone conference victory against
the Knights.
Senior guard Francine Houston
hit her l,OOOth career-point
against Memphis. She also. had a
game-high 26 points and matched
the inark of eight 3-pointers in a
' game, a school record she set last
·
.·
month.
Keunta Miles, Amber Long and
Shante Cummings each added 12
points.
The four players in double-figure scoring was one of the key
areas that Striegler pinpointed on
· offense. If the Knights could get
players other than Houston and
Miles in double figures then they
had a better shot of winning
games, Striegler said.
The problem in this game wasn't the offense. It was the defense,
which up until this game had been
a strength (or the Knights.
Memphis ,came into the game
averaging 62 points a game ·a nd the
UCF defense Game in only allow~
ing 62.
After the 80 points that the
Tigers put up on Saturday, the

'/1w

· 't a:·, ', '
e have

. 'g_0. ••,.. the..
.. r•.• .

.and 're's'pect'·, .
th., m and·get· ·
.'. o·ut of th·ere'•:
with a win."
j,

.

__..:: KEUNTA MILES, FORWARD

Knights are now ninth in the conference in points scored against
with 65.
Ashley Thornton led Memphis
with 16 'points, but it. was the
Tigers' bench that was the true difference maker.
Aroha Jennings had 15 points
and Alysse Davis had 14 off the
bench. Memphis .had 43 .bench
points to UCF's five.
Before the game, UCF knew
'what it had to do to beat Memphis.
They just couldn't get it done.

the~fgtt;~:~n~~~~1¥~th~t

time.BehindHouston,theKnights
attempted a second-half comeback.
Houston had 20 points for the
game, 17 of which came in the sec-:;
ond half. Long had 10 points and 10'
rebounds for her first career double-double.
·
· ·.~
The 14-5 scoring run for the
Knights event~ally brought them
within four points of the Blazers.
Unfortunately for UCF, that would
be as close as the Knights would
get, and UAB finished on a 14-0
tear of their own to win 58-44.
The Knights are commg home
with a record of 8-19 overall and 311 in C-USA. Their next game is
Thursday at the UCF Arena
against Marshall at 7p.m. They will
finish their regular season Satur- ,
day at home against East Carolin
at2 p.m.

Women's Tellnis beaten
by South Florida Bulls
came from sophomore Elvira Serrot, who went into a first set
tiebreaker with USF's Courtney
The UCF , Woi:ne.n·s· . Tennis Vernon, No. 54 in the country, but·
team's struggles·coritinued Thurs- lost 7-6 (6), 6-2.
day as they suffere<:l ~'ugly defeat
Also playing well for the
to No. 30 USF., The 'Knights lost a Knights was senior Becky Gordo~
7-0 decision to' the BUUS, 9ropping · who won the first set against her
them to 0-3 on tlie season.
opponent Ann-Marie Modric but ·
"With OSF· ranked very high ended up losing 3-6, 7-5, 1-0 (l0-5)/
right now, I'm proud of this team
"Elvira Serrot played a vecy,
and how they ,,Yete able fo fight fine first set against a tough No.1.
against an extremely good oppo- player,'' head coach Patricia Allinent,'' UCF head coach Patricia son said in a press release. "Becky
Allison,said in a press release.
Gordon won her first set at No. 6
USF jumped on the Knights but lost in the third-set tiebreaker."
early sweeping all doubles matchNext up for the Knights will be
es. 1The · Bulls didn't stop here, a trip to Jacksonville where they
however, taldng all singles match- will take
North Florida. The
es as well.
match-up is set for Tuesday at 2
The Knights closest niatch p.m.

MELISSA HEYBOER

.,;...,, ,."; Sports Editor
/,ti,;
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Elvira Serrot strikes a ball in UCF's loss to Jacksonville
on Feb. 10. Against USF, Serrot lost 7-6 (8·6), 6-2.
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WAS THE CHARGE(S) DROPPED OR DISMISSED?
IF SO, YOU MAYBE ABLE TO EXPUNGE SUCH RECORDS

Call (407) 210-6588
Graduating?
.Applying to College?
New Job?

Applying to Graduate School?·
Looking to Rent? '
Promotion?

Did you know that even though the charges m~y have been dropped or dismissed the records
remain open for public view at the law enforcement agency, the courthouse, and are reflected
·
on criminal history records or "rap sheets" generated by
·'
the Florida Department of Law Enforcement?

HETZ & JONES, LLC
James T. Hetz, Esq.

I

Former State Expungement Attorney
www.Hetzandjones.com

'Email: HetzLaw@yahoo.com

Office-Orlando

"The hiring of a lawyer is an impor,tant 4ecisi?n that s~ould not be based solely .on advertising. Before you decide,
ask us to send you free written mformatrnn about our qualifications and experience."
.

TAKE A Kio To THE GAME DAY!!
KIDS GET IN FREE
WITH A PAID J(DULT!!!

UCF Students·Get in Free!
With ·Student ID.
~
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Kime crucial to wins over
CSU; Seton Hall on day two
loss for UCF, giving up seven
runs off four hits.
Feaster had the lone hit for
the Knights.
After a rough first day, the
Knights bounced back ori Saturday with two wins over Colorado State and Seton Hall.
Both teams threatened several times in game one but
couldn't get a run across. Kime
ended the scoreless tie with a
solo shot over the left field
fence in the fourth innng. The
run proved to be enough as the
Knights got the 1-0 victory.
Kime finished the night
going 2-3 at the plate, including
her second home run of the
year. Kime also picked up the
win for UCF, giving up just two
hits and striking out six. The
win improved Kim.e's record to
3-2 on the year.
As a team the Knights combined for nine hits in the game.
The Knights dominance
continued into their second
game, beating Seton Hall 6-2.
UCF struck first in the with
a Kacie Feaster solo home run
to left field.
The Pirates responded in
the top of the second, however,
when Laura Baranek would

FROM AlO

Seton Hall and following that
up with a win over Oklahoma
state on Sunday.
The tournament began Friday as the Knights took on the
,Bruins for game one.
UCLA put the game away
early with just one·swing of the
bat. The Bruins' Lisa Dodd
connected on a pitch from
;Kime for a three-run home run,
securing the win for the Bruins.
! Kime recorded her second
loss of the season, despite
pitching her fourth complete
game. Kime gave up three runs
off eight hits while striking out
two for the Knights.
Kacie Feaster, Breanne
javier and Ashleigh Cole each
recorded a hit for UCF.
Things got worse for the
Knights as they dropped an 8-0
decision to hos,t UNLV in game
two on Friday.
UNLV capitalized on a
seven-run third inning to beat
the Knights it). just five innings.
Only two of the Rebels
seven runs in the inning were
. earned as the Knights committed three errors.
Cole was tagged with the

<

score on an infield single.
UCF fought back, scoring a
run in the third and fourth
innings. The. Knights would
build their lead to six, scoring
three runs in the fifth inning.
Ashley Van Ryn knocked in
two with a double to right field
and scored later in the inning
after stealing home, securing a
6-2 victory over the Pirates.
Lexi Gresham picked up her
first win of the season pitching
3.2 scoreless innings.
Feaster, Van Ryn, Amber
Lamb, Hillary Barrow and
Morgan Bullard each picked up.
two hits for the Knights, who as
a team totaled ll.
The Knights closed out the
weekend Sunday beating Oklahoma State 6-2.
Kime picked up her second
win of the tournament allowing only three hits while striking out seven.
Lamb led the Knights.>
offense, going 2-4 with two
RBis for the Knights.
The Knights return to the
field Feb. 21 for their first home
game of the season against
Hofstra. Game time for
Wednesday's double-header is
set for 2:30 p.m.

l.

(

<

Noel, UCF crack Almond in win
FROM AlO

free throws.
"[Almond] ·is a great player," Noel said in a radio interview, "so we wanted to limit
his touches and just get him
out of his groove .... All he
needs is one, two shots, and
he's gonna try and get hot."
Coming into the game,
Almond was ranked third
nationally, averaging 27.8
points per game. Noel and the
Knights defense, however,
held Almond to just 3-for-13
from the field.
"[Noel] really set the tone
on Almond," Speraw said in a
radio interview. "He was unbelievable in the way he was
defending Morris."
Despite a tough night for
Almond, the Owls' Lorenzo
Williams stepped up for Rice,
keeping UCF on its toes all
night. Williams was 7-for-9
from the field with 16 points. .
· Leading the Knights'
offense was Peppers, who, as
of late, has been on a hot
streak. Peppers ended the
game with 18 points, going 7for-16 from the field.
Aside from Peppers, two
other Knights scored in double digits. Lavell Payne and
Dave Noel each had 16 points.
Noel also put UCF's freethrow shooting woes to rest as
he went ll-for-12, including
four straight in the second half
to help secure a win. As a
team, the Knights went 24-for31, including 16-straight in the
secondhal£
The Knights entered half. time up 41-31.. That lead was
tested early in the second half
as the Owls came out of intermission with two quick baskets, cutting UCF's lead to six. ·
The Owls thieatened several more times, bringing the
game within five late. Fortunately for the Knights, Rice

Golden Knights

Vs.Rice:
Noel scored 16
points, including
11 free throws.

Vs.Rice:
Peppers led UCF
with 18 points
and 6 rebounds.

committed 26 personal fouls
and never got closer than five.
"We came up with good
defensive stops," Speraw said
in a radio interview. "We did_n't let them score multiple
times in a row :.., which happened against Tulane, and that
was critical."
UCF's Mike O'Donnell,
despite playing with a knee
injury, came up big for the
Knights hitting a 3-pointer in
the final minutes to secure the
win. O'Donnell finished the
game with six points and two
steals.
'
"[Mike] really gutted it
out," Speraw said. "He couldn't do mµch tonight, but he
was a calming factor out there.
He was very solid in what he
did, and it took tremendous
guts to play on the pain that he
had."
Houston native · Chip
Cartwright provided solid
relief for O'Donnell. In just 12
minutes of play, Cartwright

totaled six points and forced
three turnovers for the Owls.
Despite the win, it was still
very evident to coach Speraw
that there are plenty of things
that can be worked on.·
The careless mistakes that
have plagued them all season,
weren't completely absent in
Saturday's game. UCF turned
the ball over 18 times, resulting
in 17 points for the Owls. Luckily for UCF, Rice had the same
problem giving up 10 points to
the Knights off 14 turnovers.
"That's something that's ·
still a concern for us,'' Speraw
said in a radio interview. "But
we stepped it up on some possessions that were just critical
in the second half and kept
them at bay."
With this win, the Knights
took sole possession of third
place in the conference behind
Memphis and Houston.
"For us to be in third place
by ourselves ... is really our
destiny in our own hands
coming down the stretch and
is quite an accomplishment so
far," Speraw said in a radio
interview. "But w&ve still got a
lot of work to do."
The win also means the
Knights improve to 7-0 after a
loss.
"We didn't do that last
year," Noel said. "It shows the
character of this team. We're
not just gonna lay down and
let everyone walk all over us."
The Knights' next game is
Wednesday at home against
Southern Miss. Southern Miss
is currently fifth in C-USA
with an overall record of 16-8
and a conference record of 6-5.
Tip-off is· set for 8 p.m. at
the UCF Arena and will be televised nationally on CSTY.
"I can't wait to go back
home," Noel said in a radio
interview. "Especially with the
fans we have, we can't wait to
play in front of them."
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UCF SmartCard

Earn the part-time master's degree that combines a
Georgetown University learning experience \vjth the

Accepted Here

oppor:tunity to gain experience through an industry

Oean & University
3940 N. Dean Rd.

sponsored capstone project. Gain the confidence and

(407) 673-8888
Oviedo
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credibility you need to advance your career.

1020 Lockwood Blvd.

(407) 365:1999
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he Future is endorsing Br.in.die
ambitious, and they will certainly have
Hollinger and Logan Berkowitz their work cut out for them if they are
for SGA president ~d vice
elected. But they are pragmatic lead- ·
president, as we are confident that
ers, and there isn't anything on their
their experience, professionalism and
platform that cannot be accomplished.
goals for the future make them the
During the debate last week,
best candidates for the job.
Berkowitz stressed the importance of
Hollinger's past position of Director laying a solid foundation on which
of Campus Involvement and current
their successors could build This is an
position as Director of Campus Llfe .
excellent example of his and
have not only given her experience at
Hollinger's realistic approach, and ,
the upper echelons of SGA, but have
while they will seek to accomplish as
also given her a unique chance to see
much as possible if elected, they clearwhat students want
ly understand the limitations of a sinBerkowitz is an excellent countergle-year teml, and have the future
part to Hollinger, whose experience as
good of the university in mind
senate president pro tempore has
Hollinger's membership in the
given him a great deal of experience
President's Leadership Council has
working with student groups as well as raised questions and eyebrows, and
other senators. He is as dedicated and
made some fear that she would be
professional as Hollinger, however,
overly deferential to President Hitt and
they are distinct individuals who will
the rest of the administration because
each bring something different to the
of her established relationship.
executive branch.
These are certainly reasonable conTheir platform is multi-faceted and
cerns, but we believe that Hollinger
shows their devotion to represent
wW always represent students' interevery student at UCF to the best of
ests first, and not let her relationship
their ability. Their goals shpuldn't leave . cloud her judgment
any student with the fear of being
While we believe that Hollinger is
unrepresented.
the best candidate for the job, the
They have come up with clever
choice to endorse her was certainly
solutions to age-old problems, such as
not dear-cut
their plan to work toward less expenEric Eingold is not the radical that
sive UCF apparel to help boost stumany people probably think that he is,
dents' pride in attending this universidespite his past involvement in groups
ty.
like the Students for a Democratic
While goals like this may be overSociety. He is too intelligent to believe ·
shadowed by broader objectives like
that wreaking havoc is the best way to
improving campus safety, this attenachieve his goals, and whether you
tion to detail and ability to come up
agree with his opinions or not, he has
with new solutions is a promising sign. continually fought for the rights that
However, a platform is worthless if
he believes students should have.
a candidate's goals are unachievable. A
Eingold will work tirelessly if electconstant complaint of SGA is that so
ed, and it is dear that he wants to
much is promised but so little is
become president for the right reaaccomplished.
sons. Ifhis history of advocacy doesn't
Hollinger and Berkowitz's goals are
convince you of this, his proposal to

cut his own pay should
There is little doubt that Eingold
will seek to make noticeable changes if
he is elected Though he may have his
disagreements with administration, he
has promised to carry himself in his
position professionally if elected We
doubt that his peers would have
named him the most influential senator ifhe could not accomplish his
goals.
.
Ifthe average student wants a president who they can relate to, their best
bet is probably Anthony FUrbush.
Nothing that he does or says comes off
as contrived, and he is simply someone
who sets about doing his job, and
doing it as well as he can
As a devoted fan of UCF athletics,
he would do an excellent job of overseeing what is bound to be a huge year
for sports on campus.
It would be easy to peg Furbush as
a Greek whose main focus is on athletics, however that would be a disservice
to him and the·efforts he has made to
plan a well-rounded platform.
That platform showS that he has
spoken with a wide range of students,
and planned solutions to overlooked
issues like deteriorating roads on campus.
Students have three excellent choices, and while they each have their own
plans, UCF will be well-represented no
matter who is elected
But even in this excellent field,
Hollinger and Berkowitz have·risen to
the top and earned our endorsement.
They are not only in touch with what
students want, but what the university
needs. They have a clear and acheivable platfoml, and have the experience
and professionalism to make it happen.
Now it is time for each student to
voice their own choice, so get out and
vote.

Candidates speak
In an effort to inform students as much as possible about the candidates for
the SGA presidency, we have given each ticket about 400 words to use as they wish.
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AHA! AID AND COMFORT
TO TME ENEMY!

/

Eingold/Smith

Hollinger/Berkowitz

The Eingold/Smith ticket
wishes to voice its displeasure
with the article that ran profiling
the candidates in Monday's copy
ofthe Central Florida Future.
By failing to mention that the
Eingold/Smith ticket brokered
SGA opposition to the Academic
:Enha\icemei::it Program in the
form of a senate resolution and a
weekly petitioning drive, the
Central Florida Future may as
well have given their most
important platform issue to its
competition because readers
first discovered the issue coming
from Anthony Furbush's mouth.
It is possible that ~d Eric and
Austin been absent from this
presidential race, the Academic
Enhancement Program may also
have been absent because all the
opposition to it originated with
Eric and Austin's advocacy.
The Central Florida Future
chose not to report this.
The Central Florida Future
also strayed away from the Eingold/Smith ticket's platform by
utilizing five of nine paragraphs
to talk about an organization
they were both a part 0£
Eric and Austin are proud
members of Students for a
Democratic Society because it is
an organization that hopes to
open more democratic channels
that are free ofbias so students
can make choices responsibly.
T.heir platform expresses these
ideals when it calls for more student representation on the Board
of 'Th.lstees, when it calls for
more student involvement in
SGA, when it calls for SGA to
hire a new Tallahassee lobbyist
that doesn't also work for the
administration.
The Central Florida Future
chose not to report this.
· What did the Central Florida
Future report? Lower textbook
prices, what some readers might
call the vending machines in the
cafeteria issue.
,While lower textbook prices
are possible and have been
,
explored by the Eingold/Smith
ticket, the Cehtral Florida Future
missed several opportunities to
.over <)Ild credit st1Pnger issues
,that are designed to empower
JJCJ.'".s fil.Udent bod)T, --··~~--

· There are so many student concerns that
we want to address next year. One issue that
we feel is extremely important is student
safety,·both on and off Cam.pus. One initiative
that can easily be instituted to address student safety is placing important UCF numbers on the back of the UCF ID. Having
phone numbers such as SEPS, UCF Police,
the nearest hospital and victim services
readily accessible to students is a great way
to make students feel safer. Also, fostering a
collaboration ap.d understanding with the
UCF Police Department is essential. In the
past, Student Government has tried to have
meetings with the police, but have not gotten
:tp.Uch respect or results. Jn order to gain the
respect ofthe police, we need to discuss the
student view of the police to the UCF
administration They can aid us in establishing this collaboration with the UCF Police.
We also want to work with College Park
Management in Pegasus Landing to discuss
what safety programs and initiatives need to
be instituted in that area to ensure the safety
of our students that live in that area That
property is in desperate need of a fence
around the complex to help keep intruders
out
Diversity and inclusiveness is another
issue that must be addressed next year. Our
university has done nothing on an institutional level to address diversity at UCF.
There have been no new programs since
1991 that have been instituted to address the
needs of minority students, and yet the programs that are in place are repeatedly underfunded Student Government needs to work
with the Office of Diversity Initiatives to
expand their services to more than just faculty diversity education. This office needs to
be more than just a trailer behind Classroom
1. We also need to work very closely with
the Multicultural Student Center as they go
through their restructuring process to ensure
that diversity awareness and incJusiveness
·
for all students is addressed.
. Our platform is YOUR campus, YOUR
decisions, YOUR legacy. Fssentially, that is
what we are all about. We have created our
platform based on student input and the
needs ofthe UCF student body, not around
our own political agenda. Not only does our
platform encompass the needs of the entire
student body, but we also have the experience and knowledge to get the goals of our
platform accomplished. Opening our own
on-campus stadium will be a wonderful
experience, but there will also be some
issues that will need to be addressed concerning student safety and advocacy. We
believe th.a) we are the most capable of confronting these tough issues and standing up
for students.

Furbush/Whitaker
With the 2007 Presidential Election starting, Sean and I, as well as
the campus, are beginning to feel the
effects of campaign time. We would
first like to thank everyone who has
supported us up until this point and
the students and organizations that
have given us the opportunity to
speak with them. Next, we want to
stress our increased level of involvement 'and discussing the problems at
our campus have prepared us both
to better ser\re SGA and the student
body no matter what the outcom~.
Whether it be Student Government, Greek Llfe, Dance Marathon
or at an organizational leveL Sean
and I have actively been a part of
UCF since our first steps on campus.
Our platforin was composed not
only from grassroots efforts, but
years of experience at all levels of
the University. Athletics and 'fraditions, Diversity Initiatives, Student
Advocacy, Environmental Protection
and Inclusiveness are just a few of
the many issues in this year's election We have not only addressed the
problems, but are the only ticket tQat
has addressed plans of action to
solve them. We know to simply say
''this is a problem" and tailor a Web
site to gain votes is easy; but to know
how you are going to take care of situations is where the true battle lies.
Frankly, we know we don't know
all the answers, the truth is no one
ever does, and that is the main difference between us and the other candidates, we will not say or assume
,we do. What we will say is·that we
are committed to finding all the
. answers to every question asked,
and anyone who has ever come in
contact with us knows our track
record of doing so.
Being Student Body president
and vice president is more than just
the positions on your resume or the
bills that you have written, it's about
being able to adftpt, being professional, being approachable, and first
and foremost remembering that the
student comes first. We will work
tirelessly to ensure your needs are
answered and we are always
involved We urge you to check out
each platform and make an educated
decision. So this week come talk to
us, we will be around like we always
have been. Vote for Results. Vote
Anthony Furbush and Sean Whitaker to lead SGA in 200"'

DON WRIGHT I PALM BEACH POST

A clean campaign
will win you respect
themselves are responsible for the rumors that
start floating around this
the next few days if the
time of year, but they are
past couple of years are
responsible for the acts of
any indication.
their campaigners.
This week will be full
Last year, Mark White
of annoying people who
got into hot water for setall wear the same shirts,
ting up a voting session
laptops set up all over
at Pounders, a local bar. I
campus with people begTROY HILLIER
. ging you to use them and
Editor-in-Chief
don't want to focus on
White, especially because
all the free pizza you
it was reported that he was not the
could ever want.
only candidate to have set up shop at
Oh, and apparently there's some
the bar, but this is just ridiculous.
election too.
First off, it's bad enough that the
Llke the Super Bowl, it seems like
tickets hassle students when they are
the actual SGA elections often get
on campus. But to actually seek out
lost in all of the hoopla that will take
the places where students go to relax
place this week.
and bother them there?
Even still, I'm holding on to my
It seems like a lot of students have
hope that this year is different. Last
year's election got uglier than I imagtrouble deciding which candidate to
vote for when they are sober, so I'm
ined could happen, and I hope that
sure that their decision-making is
everyone came out of it with a desire
to change things this time around
even better after a couple of beers.
If I go out this week and find canSo, how do we change things?
didates campaigning at any business,
Well, here are some suggestions.
Stop offering freebies. Yes, there
I will kindly tell management that
legislation stopping campaigners they have lost my business. I encourfrom actually bribing students to vote age everyone else to do the same.
for a particular candidate, but I don't
Finally, once the election is over
and the winner has been named, I
think·that takes care of the real issue.
If campaigners are still able to lure urge each candidate to go across
campus and pick up all of the signs
students over to their tents, and then
look over the students' shoulders as
that they have planted across camthey vote, I don't think the problem
pus. We have a gorgeous campus, and
while.I don't mind seeing signs up for
has been taken care 0£
a couple of weeks, please don't keep
Second, stop sending out a bazilthem up any longer than they need to
lion campaigners to annoy students
as they walk to class. Do you really
be.
So, if the election is over, why
'think that being asked "Have you
should you care what I think?
voted yet?" 50 times in a single day is
Because the respect of my fellow stugoing to encourage participation?
It will only make students more
dents and I is still on line.
We are lucky enough to have ·
fed up with this entire election. So go
some great candidates this year. They
ahead and wear a campaign T-shirt
for your chosen candidate as you
are all qualified for the job, and are
also quality people. Moreover, they
bother people. I'm sure that will realall have my respect. I just hope they
ly give them a great impression.
Next, stop all the mudslinging and try to keep it by running a clean campaign.
dirty tactics. I doubt the candidates
Things on campus

will be a bit different for
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'Are you interested in
this year's SGA elections?'

TV Production,Junior

"I have absolutely no interest in
the SGA elections."

~

Psychology, Sophomore

"Yes, they give out free stuff by
the Union. I'm excited."

Radioirv, Sophomore

"I was interested last year but I
didn't see that'anything
changed."

AIMEE CAMPBELL

MIKE STITES

MATT POLLITT

Creative Writing, Sophomore

Legal Studies, Sophomore

Business Management,Junior

"Currently, no. I'm wrapped up in
my own thing ri~t now."

"Yeah, I'm very interested in seeing Furbush and Whitaker win the,i
election."

"Some, not a whole lot, but
• some."

-COMPILED BY SHANNA FORTIER
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BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
·Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

CAMP COUNSELORS
Needed for great overnight camps in the
Pocono Mtns. of PA. Teach/assist with
athletics, swimming, A&C ., drama, yoga,
•
archery, gymnastics, scrapbooking,
ropes course, nature, and much more.
Apply online at www.pineforestcamp.com

Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.

Downtown law firm seeking file clerk, MF, flexible hours. Please fax resumes to
407-841-9726 Attn: Julio Martinez

Help Wanted! College aged counselors,
Camp Wekiva residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 16th-30th
Girls June 30th-July 28th. $240/wk. ·
Cc\ntact Mj.Meherg@worldnet.att.net

Winter/Spring positions available
Earn up to $150 per day
Experience not required
Undercover shoppers needed to judge
retail and dining establishments.
Call 800-722-4791

The following Positions:
Lifeguard· Ride Operator· Food &Beverage Cashier·
Food &Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance ·Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission· Free Quarterly Tickets ·College
.... Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

Hpply now:
Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@Wetnwildorf,com
Vistt: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM

Assistant to president. PT/FT, flexible
hrs. Growing internet co. Wide r.a nge'
of skills w/tralnlng-comp. skills,
QBooks pref. Call 321-277-6605
ACTIVITIES/RETAIL SALES - Need
energetic, upbeat people. Commission
driven, must enjoy working poolside.
407-256-5853

Help wanted for
two part time positions at
·
animal hospital.
Duties to include: cleaning,
assisting doctor, bathing, some
filing, and rece tion work.

We are your solution!

Apply in person
Monday-Saturday, 10am to 6pm

Lake Bryan .,_ .,
8702 VinelandtAvenue*. ~
Orlando, Fl. 32821
(407) 93s~oo1s
An equal opportunity ~inpJ~yer

_,,

Swim Instructors: If you're good
come work with the BEST Sharks &
Minnows Swim School.- FT/PT
$11-$14hr. Will Train. (407) 699-1992.
www.sharksandmlnnows.com

[ YOUR NAME GOES HERE!

I

Order of

s350-450 /Wk Average
1D1DD~30D111D:

(

1$350-450]
;.100 Dollars

DDD1

Guaranteed base pay• Flexible schedules AM/PM (We will work with your school schedule!)
Weekly Paychecks • Management opportunities available (Build your resume!)

Call now & Set up an immediate interview!
North Orlando I UCF: (407) 673-9700
3592 Aloma Ave, Suite 6

South Orlando: (407) 673-9700

5575 South Semoran Blvd, Suite 19

Winter Park, FL 32792

Winter Park, FL 32792

Nanny Needed
Fun,patient,smari,responsible nanny
nded. For 4 y/o boy. Prr.flex. Maitld. Exp
· rqd. email:emily_dogday@bellsouth.net

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED

Atlantic.Net is looking for Level 1
Support Technicians to join
our growing team of professionals
In our Tier 1 Data Center In
Orlando. Duties Include phone
support for Dial-up and Shared Web
Hosting services. Full-time
positions available, $11/hour.
Send resume to hr@atlantic.net.-

Wet'n Wild Human Resources

Pay to the

Massimo Trattoria Italian restaurant
hiring servers, prep cooks, dishwashers.
Call Alex at 407-733-8294 or visit
www.rriassimotrattoria.com
Egg Donors Needed Immediately
$5000 minimum compensation.
For healthy, fit, N/S F between 21-29 yrs.
Visit: www.openarmsconsultants.com or
Call 941 -744-4994

Apply online: www.OialAmerica.com/WinterPark

WORK WHERE YOU LIVE!
Lifeguards - $8.SO/hr ·Concession Stand Worker - $8,SO/hr
Water Safety Instructors- $9.SO/hr·· Youth Counselor- $10.00/hr

(

The City of Oviedo Recreation and Parks Department has
the above positions available.
• Lifeguards must be Red Cross certified in CPR & Lifeguard Training
• Instructors must be Red Cross certified in CPR and WSI
• Youth Counselor requires a 40-hour per week commitment for
the summer and previous ~xperience with s·chool-age children.

Servers needed for busy Nature's
Table Cafe inside Cingular bldg. Near
UCF. Must be friendly, hard working and
dependable. ,l).pply in person
at 12150 Research Pkwy.

We offer a flexible schedule to work around classes.
Free access to City facilities (gym, aquatic facilities, tennis, etc).

Artist - Unique Opportunity!

Apply on line at: www.cityofoviedo.net ·
or in person to: Human Resources at
City Hall, 400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo, FL 32765.

With lnt'I co. Travel opportunities.
$7-$8/hr + Benefits! FT or PT, Full-face
theatrical face painting in Orlando
theme parks. We train .
Call: 407-240-6380.

I'

Delivery driver for coffee distributor.
Drive 16 ft box truck. Knowledge of
Central Fl, good driving record.
Customer service oriented.
Maitland Mon-Fri 407-786-1118

1

Wanted: Summer Camp Counselors
Escape to the Shenandoah Mountains of
West Virginia. Timber Ridge Camp is a
co:ed overnight camp seeking energetic
staff to work with children for the
summer. Top salary, travel allowance.
800-258-2267. www.trcamps.com
Email: Trcamps@aol.com.
Come have Summer Fun!
Camp Counselor
Florida Elks Youth Camp
24175 SW 450 Umatilla, FL
7 weeks $2100 June 4-July 21 ,2007
1-800-523-1673 ext 251
Scholarship Opportunities
Spend your summer in a lakefront cabin
in Maine. If you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while you
work, & make lifelong friends, then look
no further. Camp Mataponi, a residential
girls camp in Maine, has male/female
summertime openings for Land Sports,
Waterfront (small crafts, skiing,
lifeguarding, WSI, boat drivers), Ropes
Course, Tennis, H.B. Riding, Arts &
Crafts, Theater, Cooking, Gymnastics,
Dance, Group Leaders & more. Top
salaries plus room/board & travel
provided. Call us today toll-free at
1-888-684-2267 or apply online at:
www.campmataponi.com

EARN

UPTO
$170/MO.

donating
plasma regularly
-······--··----------······
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New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

Full tltne •sslstOl>f'Teochers
Afternoon Assistant Teadiers
Experience Preferred
Please contact Dianne @ 407-658-404 7
Kids Together Orlando is an equal opportunity employer.
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Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to .
manufacture unique medicines for

people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www .dciitlasma.com
321-235-9100 .

'

·.

Dial America Marketing, Inc.
www.DialAmerica.com/WinterPark

Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

620d International Drive· Orlando, FL32819
(407) 354-2085 ·FAX (407) 345-1005

'(

.

Prr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must _Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net***
. e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +·
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3:0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

i:l

~Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day
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rriTi1 HELP WANTED:

CLASSIFICATIONS

OPENING SOON·· OVIEDO
The Aussie Theme Restaurant known for fun,
food and Great People will be opening soon.

Now Hiring all hourly positions, including Servers and Cooks
Apply in Person
Hiring Hours Monday - Friday 10:00 - 6:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 ~ 3:00 pm
At Our Hiring Trailer in front o.f our building
167 EAST MITCHELL HAMMOCK ROAD OVIEDO
INTERSECTION OF ALAFAYA AND MITCHELL HAMMOCK ROAD IN THE LA FITNESS CENTER
Equal Opportunity Employer

f
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Sonny's Bar-B-Q is now hiring
cooks and dishwashers
at the following locations:
7460 Dover Garden Lane in Oviedo
310 Alayafa Trail near Waterford Lakes
If interested apply in person
Mon-Fri 2-4 pm.
We now have openings for FT or PT
telephone work calling businesses all
over the country. No exp. necessary.
Flex. hours. Call Jeff (407) 774-5335.

MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER
Call people in the Orlando area to
ask their opinion about political
issues, where they dine and the
music they listen to.
YOU ARE NEVER SELLING ANYTHING!

• Hours are 5 - 9 PM
• Small staff
• 15-20 min from campus
• Off Fri & Sat nights
• About 16-20 hours/wk
• Starts at $8 & up

Call Donna

•
•

•

407-671-7143
Great Southern Customer Service
Trainee. No experience neccessary.$10-19/hr. Peteet for high school and
college students. No selling involved. Full
medical and dental. Call Michael at
407-830-0107x258 or email
gswthr@earthlink.net
2 Engineering Interns needed. Flex
sched. 20 hrs per week. Exp in basic
comp. programming skills, data
structures, algorithms, comp. languages,
Java req'd, military or simulation exp. a
+. Senior or grad student in Software
, Engineering (will consider exceptional
Junior) Req: US citizenship and ability to
obtain a security clearance as needed.
Please send your resume now, $14/hr.
jill.blanc@coleengineering.com
407-384-9956 ext. 300.

Dance Teacher Needed

•
•

•

,.
•

to teach classes in Jazz, Hip Hop.Tap or
Lyrical. Beg-advanced,Children-adult.
Gymnastics coach also needed. Exp.
and ref. required. Call 321-383-4075

Classified Sales Rep
needed for the Central Florida Future.
Outbound sales exp. required.
Make minimum $8+/hr.
plus monthly bonus.
E-mail resume to
trishai@KnightNewspapers.com.
Seeking PT nanny for 8-mo. old, inhome. M & W, 8-5, Conway.
Exp. & references required.
Call 407-895-2412 or 407-729-5515.
Writers Wanted! Students wanted to
write and rewrite short articles on as·
needed basis. Average $10 per hour
working In the comfort of your home.
Contact artlcles@answers123.com
Appointment Setting
Orlando area accounting firm seeks
enthusiastic people with clear speaking
voice to set appointments for our
accounting firm. Base Salary is $8-$10/hr
with opportunity to earn a commission
Flex day time hours, PT, Professional
Environment, Training and Support, No
Acct Exp Req. For Interview call
407-228-7333 Btwn 9AM and 5PM M-F

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go
to www.ORLrent.com to view availabfe
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571-3659

3000 sq ft home 15 min. from UCF.
$575/mo pvt ba. util incl. Internet, every
cable channel. Call Fred 850-291-3183
Room For Rent! - Starting March 1st Room In quiet home close to UCF.
Rent and monthly utilities $530/mo.
Call 407-346-2~73 (Matt) or
thatonewebsite.net for details. Most
Pets welcome! Hurry, wont last long!

1/1 Condo for Rent in Waterford Landing,
Full Appliances, Racket ball quart, Gym,
Comm. Pool, Avail Immediately,
$750/mo, Call 786-355-5615
HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
1,2 and 3 .bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

M/F wanted for furnished 3/2 home
on lake. Gated comm, 6 mlns from
UCF. $600/mo Incl. util. NIS, no pets,
sec sys, poot & tennis. Available
Immediately. Call 407-832-8160,
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400

NO MORE RENT! Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
Waterford Lakes, The Crest
Luxury Condo 2bd/2ba, W/D, cable TV,
H/S internet, tel, pool, gym
All included, $ 550/roommate,
407-247-6423
Looking for a female to re-rent a 3/3 at
Northgate Apts for $550. Rent includes:
washer/dryer, cable, internet, electric,
and water. Own bathroom, fully
furnished, UCF shuttle, close parking
and quiet roommates. Already moved
out, need response ASAP.
Call Nicole at 407-304-6094
RENTING DAYS ARE OVER!
Own for just $2500 down, no closing
costs. Luxurious,1,2,3 bdr condos
(407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
Room for rent in 212.5 apartment. 1 mile
from UCF. Available for immediate movein. $425/month + 1/2 utilities.
Call Sid@ (407) 462-3654.

Furnished room for rent, 2 miles from
UCF. Spacious home w/ pool. $430/mo
util incl. Contact Steve 305-281-3104 or
· email scasios76@aol.
Clean, quiet, n/s m/f needed in a brand
new gated townhouse in avalon lakes.
$600/month Call Mike 954-234~3953
F roommate needed for 212 Apt. close to
UCF. $483/mo. + 1/2 utilities.
Call (561) 351-1701
Female roommate needed for 212 Avalon
Park townhome. Non-smoker. $600
includes util. Available now!!
Call 407-384-1972.
LOOKlll
1 room avail in a large house close to
UCF. Includes In-ground pool, W/D, &
full kitchen. $350/mo. + split util.
Call 407-712-4035, leave message.
1 or 2 Female Roommates N/S Available
end of May. $475 includes utilities.
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673

FIRST MONTH 1/2 OFF!
M needed for 4/2 in Pegasus Pointe.
Avail. immediately. Great roommates
and nice location in neighborhood.
$475/mo all util incl. 860-759-4013
2 rooms avail furn 3/2 home in safe
area. Walk to UCF Publix. DSL W/D
$450-600/mo each room incl utils
407-971-6748 Quiet n/s n/pets
N/S Roommate wanted to share
spacious 3/3 Apt. Avail June. 5 mins
from UCF. Must be clean and quiet!
$445 + 1/3 utils. Contact Athena at
561-312-39161

•

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zip line, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, June 5 and
leaves Wednesday,>August 15.

MASTER BEDROOM Avail MAY 1st.
VERY CUTE E.Orlando Condo. $495/mo
+ Util. PRIVATE bathroom, WALK-IN
closet, BIG SCREEN TV in living room,
WIFI, gated community, pool, walking
distance to shopping/restaurants.etc.
Call 407-451-4292 DAY TIME ONLY if
interested.
NEW 412 SPACIOUS. OWN BTHRM.
FEM ONLY. $500+1/3 Elect. INC. WTR,50"CBTV, INTRNT, W/D , GARAGE,
FIREPLACE, CATS OK, (765)714-9022

CONDO FOR SALE. 2 bed/2 bath plus
Den 1,518 sq/ft, only 1/2 mile from UCF.
FULLY FURNISHED with designer style
furniture I READY TO MOVE IN NOWI
Call Monica Braun at Keller Williams
Advantage Realty 11-407-222-3488.
www.YourRealtorMonica.com

Room for rent in Avalon Park

3/2 Home w/ 2 car garage.
3 blocks from UCF. Suntree on
University. All appliances incl. $1300/mo.
Can be viewed on weekends or nights.
Call 504-628-5857

M/F needed for single room in 4/2 house
in Ashington Park. $405 + utilities. Pet
friendly. One mile from UCF.

I~

Older F wants F/M to share huge 4/2.5
house <5 min from UCF. $550/mo incl
util. Must like big dogs. 407-620-1890

Tired of student housing? Avalon room
for rent! 3/2.5 Townhouse in Avalon
Lakes/Avalon Park. $600/mo incl. all
utilities & maid service. For more info.call
954-701-4603, lgomez-07@hotmail.com
www.myspace.com/avalonroom4rent
Greater Orlando
Share Luxurious Homes
Orlando & Central Florida $425 Clean
Shared Bath Master $600 and up + Util.
All Appl./HS Internet Photo shows
Sample Home 407-222-1247/or
407-334-6658

8' Pool Table w/ cues, cue rack and 2
sets of balls - $500. Call 321-784-4557
Bedroom set-$450. Brand new, never
used, 5 pc bedroom set. Can deliver
(407)846-1360
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407·831-1322
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
Mattress-$130. Full size pillowtop
mattress set. Brand New, Still in Plastic.
Can deliver.
(407)846-8511

1 Bed 1 Bath Apartment In Arden Villas
on University Blvd available for sublease.
Very Spacious 3rd floor Apartment.
850/Month. (850)598-3565 (Matt)
412 Sublease
@The Lofts! Move in Now
w/free Feb Rent! $490/month
561-506-5628 or mona87@gmail.com

SUDO KU

Quality Furniture
Affordable Prlceslll Mattresses,
bedroom sets, futons, couches, pool
tables, spas, and more.
Delivery Available (407)846-8822
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322

· Male or female needed for a 414 in The
Village at Science Drive. Rent Is $540
a month, utilities Included. Big
rooms/huge closets. Furnished.
Poovtake view. Available ASAP.
Contact Jennifer at ifster@aol.com or
954-465-6329

Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941
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Pegasus Point- MARCH RENT FREE
Room for rent 2/2 $570/mo all util incl.
Female only.
787-951-6496

Sublease for University House on
Alafaya. $445/month covers all utilities,
shuttle service. Available immediately
until summer. I will pay the paperwork
fees, call Cole (813)728-2927.

.

JUST $2500 GETS YOU IN!
No closing costs, luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr
condos, Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, ·and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing 'costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
-(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
$2500 D.OWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1 ,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
·www.thecrestlife.com
Executive pool home in Georgia Cove
4 bedroom 2.5 baths 3556 sf.
Range 590-610k. Stan Sutrich,
Keller Williams Real(¥ 321-303-6223

Gated Comm. 2bdrm/2bath condo. All
kitchen appliances & washer dryer.
$160,000.Excel Realty Diane Molaka
407-222-4270
www.excelrealtyonline.com
Gated Community-2bdrm/2bath all new
kit. appliances & washer/dryer
$159,900. Excel Realty Diane Molaka
407-222·4270. Ready Today!

Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

8

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Room available now!
Pegasus Pointe - 4/2 furnished $475/mo utilities included. Contact Ashley
772-971-0436.,or ashj51 O@yahoo.com
Room for rent in University House Apts.
The rerit is $425/month and the utilities
are coveredr Please contact Bobby
Villella, the number is (352)266-2643.
Sublease is available as of March 1,
2007 and goes through August 10, 2007.

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

CROSSWORD
PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295
Pregnancy testing and supportive
counseling. FREE and confidential.
Center for Women
(407) 62'8-5433
INCOME TAX SERVICE
Best Refund Guaranteed!
Low Rates - Most returns cost $20
ben_eisen@yahoo.com 407-375-2567
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.c;om
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057

Truces
407-679-7884
UCF Students $25 off

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
$189
$239

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6-Nights

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food .
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Cancun from $499

Loving Couple Need an Egg Donor
with dark hair, brown eyes. Ages 21 -29
Also need gestational carrier.
Ages 25-35.
Please contact Robin 407-963-3390

ACROSS
Tongue-lash
Now hear_!
Raven's cry
Spiny sea
creature
15
"Falha" Hines
16 Burrows or
Fortas
17 Artist/sculptor
William
18 Take part in a
game
19 Cycle starter?
20 Going over and
over again
22 King toppers
23 Caustic solution
24 Rigging
supports
25 Fine plasters
29 Trademark
swabs
31 Sots
32 Topographies
35 Press
36 Squalid
38 Fence piece
39 Berg or Stein
41 Actress Ellman
42 Lines up
precisely
43 Carpenter's tool
45 Nevada resort
area
· 47 Autograph
48 Deity image
49 Cavern-floor
buildup
55 Dis or Pan
56 Type of lens
57 Maudlin
58 SHO rival
59 Director
Preminger
60 Auctioneer
61 Singer Ritter62 Greek peak
63 One Mandrell
1
7
11
14

DOWN
1 Jefferson's vice
president
2 Toledo's lake
3 B.C. cops
4 Wistful phrase
5 !fems of men's
J·ewelry
6 Tenor Caruso

© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
AU rtghts reserved.

7
8
9
10
11

Lukewarm
N 1:1 3
Saint's glow
1:1 3 .l
Present Persia
Crafty
People living
near Mount
Elbrus
12 Mr. Doubleday
13 Shortstop Walt
21 "My country __
of .. ."
22 Clothing
24 Knight's title
25 Deep draft of
liquor
N
26 Become
3 1
fatigued
'rt d s
. .___._'rl-'-'27 Not by the book . .._1,_
28 Dominate
29 Math proof
Last issue solved
letters
41 Bell ringer
50 Small fries
30 Attempt
43 Nada
51 Comic Martin .
32 Golf gadget
44 Graf's husband 52 Capri, for one
33 Five after four
53 Next
34 Thin board
45 Snug
36 Take to court
46 Pueblo material 54 Bronte heroine
37 Magazine VIPs
47 Apia's country
56 Albee play, "The
40 Wish undone
49 Heavy imbibers
.... Story"

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Call

407-295-0080

or visit www.drcle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orl1o1ndo. 100% FREE to join.
.. Click on Surveys.
Work Smart Retire Rich
Hot internet company wants you to join
our team. Call 863-214-1201,
www.worksmart-retirerich.com

Start your own mortgage

•

..

business for $200. Originate loans in
over 42 states. Generate profits with
your own team. Quick growth, no
license or exp. necessary, pt, will train.
To attend our company overview call
1-888-649-2265

•
~

FREE FOOD, PRIZES, ENTERTAINMENT

FEB. 27, 2007 I MEMORY MALL
11AM - 3PM

••
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
OPP · CAMPUS STUDENT SERVICES

E~st Orlando - 4/2 with icar garage,
Brand New and Almost new homes with
all a I including_~~D. ~~.'49?.~~.
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University of Central Florida

Services
Permit Regulations:
Apermit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online, .
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home. ·
Daily permits a're available.

)

ii

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:
• Jumpstart your car
·Call atow truck
• Inflate ti res
·Give directions .

)

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Ontine
egistration /',
rark·
JOr
ing Perm/
Required '

'fi

\

.)

How to get your parking permit
Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ucf.edu
(complete instructions
are online)

Pay for your permit

)

·Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay online and opt to' pick up your permit.
• Pay with persorial check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered online!
.www.parking.ucf.edu

')

For info call: (407) 823-5812
)

Safety Escort Patrol·Service (S.E.P.S.)
provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 823-2424 .

•)

.

